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CLONED HIGH SIGNAL STRENGTH
PROMOTERS

The government has rights in the invention pursuant 5
to Grant Nos. AI 08619 and GM 27241 awarded by the
National Institute of Health.

The research was supported in part by a grant from
the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

Having established the feasibility of producing a wide
variety of naturally occurring and synthetic polypep- .
tides by means of hybrid DNA technology. there are
continuing and extensive efforts to provide for more
efficient and economic methods for producing the poly-
peptides. In developing a process for the commercial
production of polypeptides. many factors will be in-
volved in optimizing the economic and efficient pro-
duction of the polypeptides. Included among these fac-
tors are regulatory signals. which are DNA sequences
involved with the regulation of replicaton. transcription
and translation.

One area of interest is at the level of transcription.
Transcription involves the enzyme RNA polymerase.
The RNA polymerase binds to a site qlled a promoter.
It has been observed that promoters vary in their activ-
ity. as evidenced by the number of initiations of RNA
per unit time or the strength of binding ofthe enzyme to
the promoter site. The promoter may have one or more
sequences that bind. which may or may not be contigu-
ous. The more active promoters are referred to as
strong promoters-

It was Found that when introducing a strong pro-
moter into a vector and employing the resulting plasmid
for transformation. one could not select transformants

based on expression of markers which allowed for selec-
tion. Therefore, cloning of the strong promoters was
not feasible. It is therefore desirable that methods be

provided which would allow for The screening of strong
promoters and terminators and their subsequent cloning
to be used in conjunction with the replication, transcrip-
tion and translation of the genes for production of 45
DNA. RNA, and polypeptides.

2. Description of the Prior Art
Promoters from bacterial and viral sources have been

cloned in E. calf. and their signal strength in vitro has
been studied using expression from distal promoterless
sequences encoding .3-galactosldase or other proteins
(Casadaban and Cohen (1980) J. Mol. Biol 138, 179-207;
West and Rodriguez (1930) Gene 9, l'l5—l93). Attempts
to clone small DNA fragments carrying the strong
promoters of bacteriophage T5 have been unsuccessful
(v. Gabain and Bujartl ([9791 PNAS USA 76. 189. 193).
Fragments of T5 DNA having both a strong promoter
and a strong termination signal have been cloned.
(Brcunig (1979) Dissertation (Universitat Heidelberg.
Heidelberg, Germany)) Analysis has shown that tran- no
scriptional regions of several E. roll" plasmids are orga-
nized in units where initiation and termination signals.
are balanced. (Stuber and Bujard (I98 1] PNAS USA ‘.-'3:
157-171) P15 and P25. promoters of the T5 bacteriophage
are reported as among the most efficient RNA polymer-
ase binding sequences. (Stuber et al ([973) Moi. gen.
Genet. 166 141-149; Niemann (1981) Diplomarbeit
(Universitat Heidelberg. Heidelberg. Germany)}.
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SUMMARY OF THIE. INVENTION

Methods for cloning. sequencing and using strong
promoters and terminatots are provided. as well as
corupositions resulting from the methods. By cleaving
T5 phage and selecting fragments specifically binding
to RNA polymerase, fragments containing promoters
are isolated. A vector is constructed having a strong
promoter. followed by a DNA sequence of interest,
optionally followed by one or more translational stop
codons in one or more reading frames, followed by a
balanced terminator, followed by a marker allowing for
selection of transformants. Upon introducing the result-
ing plasmid into a microorganism host, efficient tran-
scription of the gene is obtained with substantially lesser
expression of the market as compared to the gene. The
level of expression of the marker permits selection of
transformants having the above described construct.
The construct or regulatory portions thereof are used
for efiicient transcription of RNA or gene expression.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

FIG. 1 is a How chart of the preparation of a plasmid
for cloning strong promoters and terminators.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECIFIC
EMBODIMENTS

Methods and compositions are provided for prepar-
ing and cloning strong promoter and terminator regula-
tory signals and utilization of the strong regulatory
sequences in the transcription and expression of genes of
interest.

Particularly, T5 phage promoters are isolated, cloned
in conjunction with a strong terminator, and appropri-

ate vectors developed for insertion of DNA sequences
of interest, usually structual genes. to provide for high
and efficient transcription and/or expression of the
sequence.

The compositions of this invention are characterized
as having in the downstream direction of transcription
the following units: a strong T5 phage promoter; op-
tionally a structural gene which may be a marker; a
balancing terminator; and optionally a marker allowing
for selection of transfonnants containing the construct.
which marker has a relatively low level of expression in
comparison with the amount of RNA polymerase initia-
tion at the promoter. In the absence of a promoter in the
construct. the construct can be used for the cloning and
characterization of promoters of different strengths.

In referring to strong promoters, it is intended that
the binding affinity of RNA polymerase is stronger than
the commonly employed promoters such as lac and trp
and at least comparable to and normally greater than
the combination of lac and trp promoters. For the most
part. the strongest promoters among prokaryotes are
the T5 phage promoters and these will be employed as
exemplary of naturally occurring or synthetic strong
promoters. It is to be understood. that other prokaryotic
and euknryotic promoters. either naturally occurring or
synthetic. could find application in the subject inven-
Lion.

The compositions of this invention will include linear
segments for insertion of DNA having the strong regu-
latory signal sequences (i.e.. the promoter and termina-
tor) adjacent opposite ends of the linear segment and
plasmids formed by introducing a DNA sequence from
a source other than the source of the promoter as a
bridge between the strong regulatory signal sequences.
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The termini may be blunt or staggered ended, having
the same or different termini to allow for directed posi-

tioning of inserted sequences.
The compositions which are employed as already

indicated have a promoter, a balanced terminator, and
desirably a marker which are in the direction of tran-
scription when the signal sequences are joined. The
terminator is balanced, so that a small but useful amount
of expression of the marker can occur. Normally. in
most situations, a gene will bridge the promoter and
terminator to provide circular DNA. The gene may he
a non—st.ructu1'al gene or a structural gene providing
RNA e.g. ribosomal or messenger. or providing a
poIy(an:u’no acid). .

Desirably, the gene is followed by one or a plurality
of translational stop codons e.g. oop or nonsense co-
dons. or preferably a plurality. usually up to about six.
more usually from about two to five, where there is at
least one stop codon in each reading frame. The stop
codons aid in the efficiency of termination, both at the
level of transcription and expression.

Next in the direction of transcription is the terminator
sequence. The terminator sequence is balanced with the
promoter in the sense that the marker is transcribed not
more than about one-fourth of the times that a gene
upstream from the terminator is transcribed. where both
genes are under the control of the same promoter._ Usu-
ally. it will be desirable that a sufficient amount of the
marker is transcribed to allow for selection of transfor-
mants. In view of the fact that the marker is transcribed

from a strong promoter, it will usually be sufficient that
the marker is transcribed in relation to the transcription
of the gene intermediate the promoter and terminator in
only about 1 to 20, usually only 5 to 15 number % ofthe
gene. The strength of the promoter is reflected in the
level of expression of the marker which is transcribed
from the same promoter as the gene whose expression is
desired.

In addition to the DNA sequences indicated above.
there will normally be other regulatory signals neces-
sary for expression involved with the DNA sequence.
such as translational start and stop sites. In addition to
the foregoing regulatory signals, other regulatory sig-
nals may be included. such as additional promoters.
operators. initiators, catabolite activator protein binding
sites, etc. Furthermore, the promoter and terminator
may be separated by more than one gene. that is, a
plurality of genes, including multimers and operons.

The above DNA sequence construct will have a
replicating system or be cleaved and be inserted into a
vector to provide a plasmid. The vector is distinguished
by having one or more DNA sequences which serve to
insure stable replication of the plasmid and may also
provide opportunities for high copy numbers of the
plasmid in the microorganism host. The vectors may be
derived from chromosomal or extrachromosomal

sources. The sources include plasmids, viruses (phage).
chromosomes, or the like. In addition. the vector or the

essential portions thereof may be prepared syntheti-
cally.

The plasmids may then be used for transformation of
an appropriate microorganism host. Methods of intro-
ducing DNA into an appropriate host are well known.
Illustrative of such methods. but not exhaustive of such

methods, are transformation e.g. calcium shock. trans-
fection, and conjugation. Descriptions of these methods
may be found in Genetic Engineering, ed. Setlaw and
Hollaender, Vol. 1. Plenum Press, New York and Lon-
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don_. 1979; Molecular Cloning of Recombinant DNA,
ed. Scott and Werner, Vol. 13, Academic Press, Inc.
New York. I973, and references cited therein.

In order to allow for flexibility in preparing the con-
struct and self-replicating sequence or plasmid contain-
ing the construct restriction sites should be present to
allow for unique insertions and isolation of‘ the various
elements. The restriction sites may be naturally present.
introduced by linkers. result by partial sequential nucle-
otide removal from a chain using an exonuclease, or the
like. Desirably, the restriction sites will provide for
different ends to permit only the proper orientation of
the inserted fragment.

A wide variety of structural genes are of interest for
production of proteins, including but not limited to
proteins of physiological interest. proteins as chemicals,
and enzymes which may be of direct interest or of inter-
est in transforming another product, which may be
proteinaceous or non-proteinaceous. The proteins may
be prepared as a single unit or as individual subunits and
then joined together in appropriate ways. Furthermore,
as appropriate, the protein products may be modified by
giycosylation. acylation with aliphatic acids. e.g. lipid
acids. phosphorolation. sulfonation or the like. The
different classes of proteins which may be prepared
include protamines. histones. alburnins globulins. sclero-
proteins. phosphoproteins, rnucoprotelns. chromopro-
teins, lipoproteins, nucleoproteins. and the remaining
proteins which are unclassified.

The following is a representative list of proteins of
interest. _
Insulin; growth hormone; interferon e.g. leukocyte.

lumphoblastoid, T-immune and fibroblast; ,3-lipotro~
pin; £3-endorphin; dynorphin; histocompatability pro-
teins; immunoglobulins e.g. lgA. lgD. IgE. IgG and
IgM and fragments thereof; hemoglobin. somatome-
dins; lympholtines; growth factors e.g. epidermal.
fibroblast. platelet-derived. multiplication stimulating
and nerve; hematoporetic-stimulating factors e.g.
erythropoietin, colony-stimulating. erythroid poten-
tating activity or burst-promoting activity and lym-
phopoietins; albumin and prealbumin;
Prcalburnin
Albumin

at-Lipoprotein
a|—Acid glycoprotein
at-Antitrypsin
or-Glycoprotein

Transeonin
' 4.68-Postalbumin

Tryptophan-poor
rt;-glycoprotein
rt;-X-Glycoprotein

Thyroxin-binding globulin
Inter-ct-trypsin-inhibitor
Gc-globulin:

(Gc I-1).
(Gr: 2-1).
(Gc 2-2).

I-iaptoglobin:
1-I)!

(Hp 2-1).
2:2):

Ccruloplasrnin
Cholinesterase

oz-Lipoprotein(s)
ctz-Macroglobulin
otz-HS-Glycoprotein
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Zn-ag-glycoprotein
cg-Neuramino-glycoprotein

Erythropoietin
B-lipoprotein

Transferrin

Hernopexin
Fibrinogen
Plasruinogen

ct;-glycoprotein I
dz-glycoprotein II

Immunoglobulin G
636) or ')-‘G-globulin

Mol. formula:

‘?2K2 0!‘ 7212
Immunoglobulin A (IgA) or 'yA-globulin
Mo]. formula:

(a2~:zl" 0r (u2?t2)"
Irnniunoglobuljn M (IgM) or 7M-globulin
Mo]. formula:

0L2I¢2)5 OI‘ (ll-23t2)5
Irnmunoglobulin D (IgD) or 'yD-Globulin ('yD)
Mot. formula:

(-52x2) or (5211)
Immunoglobulin E (IgE) or 'yE-Cilohttlin (713)
M01. formula:

(GM) of (£212)
Free light chains
Complement factors:
C’1

C'lq
C'1r
C‘ls

C2
03

31A
cr.1D

C4
C5
C6
C".-'
C'3
C'9.

Important protein hormones include:

Peptide and Protein Hormones

Parathyroid hormone: (parathormone)
Thyrocalcitonin
Insulin

Glucagon
Relaxin

Erythropoietin
Melanotropin: [Mehinocyte-stimulating honnone; inter-

medin)
Somatotropin: (growth hormone)
Corticotropin: (adrenocorticotropic hormone)
Thyrotropin
Follicle-stimulating hormone
Leuteinizing hormone: (interstitial cell-simulating hor-

mone)
Lutcomammotropic hormone: (Luteotropin. prolactin)
Gonadotropin: (chorionic gonadotropin).

Tissue Hormones

Secretin
Ciastrin

Angiotensin I and II
Bradykinin
Human placental lactogen
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Peptide Hormones from the Neurohypophysis

Oxytocin
Vasopressin
Releasing factors (RF): CRF, LRF, TRF, Somatotro—

pin-RF, GRF, FSHRF, PIF, MIF.

In addition to various non-enzymatic proteins of
physiological interest. enzymes can also be produced as
an end product or for intracellular transformation of a
substrate present in the host or substrate introduced
eittracellularly, or for enzymatic transformation in vi-
tro.

In accordance with the I.U.B. classification, the en-

zymes fall into varying categories such as 1. oitidore-
ductases; 2. transferases; 3. hydrolaaes; 4. lyases; 5. isom-
erases; 6. ligases. Enzymes of particular interest will be
hydrolases and oxidoreductascs for use in commercial
processing. for example. hydrolases for hydrolysing
polysaccharides, lipids and polypeptides; oxidoreduc—
tases for oxidation of alcohols and aldehydes. epoxida-
tion. and the like.

The microorganism host may be bacteria, such as
Escherichia. Bacillus, Aerobacter. Klebsiella, Proteus.

Pseudomonas, Streptococcus, Staphylococcus. Clo-
stridiurn, Mycobacteriurn, Streptornyces and Amino-
rnyces; Fungi e.g. Gymnomycota, Dimastygomycota,
Eumycota. Zygomycetes. Ascomycetes and Ba5idorny-
cetes, such as. Candida, Aspergillus, Rhizobus, Micro-
sporum. and Fonsecaea; Protozoa e.g. Mastigophora.
Sarcodina. Sporozoa and Celiophora. such as, Trypano-
soma, Codosiga, Protospongra and Entarneba, and Alga
e.g. Dinoflagellates. Euglenoids, and Diatorns.

Higher cells. e.g.. mammalian, may also be employed
as hosts, where viral. e.g.. bovine papilloma virus or
other DNA sequence is available which has plasmid-
like activity-

Depending upon the nature of the host. a wide vari-
ety of vectors may be employed. The vector will have
an intact replicon and be capable of replication in the
host. In addition, replicons can be developed which
may have one or more other regulatory signals. Regula-
tory signals can include temperature sensitive replicons,
runaway-replication sequences. temperature sensitive
operators, and the like. Various additional DNA se-
quences may be present providing for restriction sites.
markers, termination sequences. or the like. Desirably.
the vector should be of a substantially difierent size
from the construct to allow for excision of the construct

and ease of separation of the construct from the vector
by molecular weight separation techniques e.g. electro-
phoresis and density gradient centrifugation.

The subject invention also provides for a technique
for screening the strength of promoters and ten-ninators.
thus allowing for the determination of the use of a pro-
moter or terminator in a particular application, where it
may be desirable to have promoters or terrninators or
combinations thereof‘ of varying strength. In screening
promoters and/or terminators one empioys a promoter
or terrninator of known activity. A DNA construct is
made having the sequence described previously. where
appropriate restrictionsites are provided for introduc-
ing the various elements. The construct provides in the
direction of transcription the promoter. a first gene
marker. optionally termination codons. such as non-
sense codons and oop terminator, the terminator, and a
second gene marker. This DNA construct is inserted
into an appropriate vector. Where the promoter and
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terminator are properly balanced, there will be a sub-
stantial differentiation between expression of the first
gene marker and expression of the second gene marker.
The ratio of expression between the first and second
marker will provide for a comparative evaluation of the 5
activity of the promoter or terminator, depending upon
which is ofknown value. Thus, one can degrade a DNA
sequence such as a chromosome. or an extrachromo-
sorual element, such. as a-plasmid or double minute,
isolate the promoters by selective binding with RNA
polymerase and insert the DNA fragments which bind
to the RNA polymerase into the previously described
construction. By detennining the relative proportion of
expression of the first and second gene markers. one can
determine the strength of promoters in relation to a
fixed terminator. Similarly, one can isolate DNA se-
quences having terminator sequences, insert the sequen-
ces into the above described construct at the appropri-
ate site and then measure the relative expression of the
two gene markers.

Various markers can be chosen for evaluating the
relative activities of promoters and terrninators. Conve-
niently. markers which allow for selection such as resis-
tance to antibiotics. toxins or heavy metals can be used.
By varying the concentration of the selective agents in
the nutrient medium. one. can determine the relative

proportions of the enzyme expressed by the genes in
relation to the growth of the host. Alternatively, one
can use growth factors e.g. having a gene which com-
plements a mutant gene in an auxotrophic host. where
the gene expresses a product necessary for a blown-
thetic pathway. A third marker provides virus incom-
patibility, preventing plaque formation. Other markers
which allow for comparison will come readily to mind.

The terminators may be evaluated in the presence
and absence of rho. so that one can determine the de-

pendency of the terminator on tho, as well as the effec-
tiveness of the terminator in relation to the concentra-
tion of rho.

The methods for preparing the subject compositions
will be conventionaL The various DNA fragments and
sequences can be obtained from a variety of sources by
restriction mapping and endonuclcase cleavage to pro-
vide fragments having the desired intact sequence or
gene. The fragments can be further processed employ-
ing endo- or exonucleases to remove nucleotides unre-
lated to desired regulatory sequences or structural
genes. By appropriate choice of restriction enzymes.
cohesive or blunt ended fragments can be generated.
Furthermore. chains can be extended with single nucle-
otides or oligonucleotides. linkers can be added, or
otherwise processing to provide for termini having
desired properties.

Desirably. a vector is employed having appropriate
restriction sites, a competent replication system for the
intended host. and optionally one or more markers
which allow for selection. For hybrid DNA technology
it would be useful to have a plasmid having a unique
restriction site between a T5 promoter and a terminator.
desirably having at least one stop codon on the up-
stream side of the terminator. In this manner. one or
more structural genes may be introduced between the
promoter and terminator.

A5 appropriate, downstream from the promoter. but
remaining proximal to the promoter, may be an opera-
tor. activator. ribosornal start signal sequence. or the
like. to allow for controlled expression of the inserted
gene(s).
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The strategy described above provides a vehicle

which can be used with one or more hosts for gene
expression, where the gene after processing in a prede-
termined way can be directly inserted into the vehicle
to provide a competent plasmid for expression of the
desired gene(s).

Alternatively. the gene(s) of interest may be ligated
to the appropriate regulatory signal sequences before
insertion into the vehicle. In this instance, only the
promoter and terminator regulatory signals need be
present.

To provide for enhanced flexibility, the region be-
tween the promoter and terminator may be designed so
as to provide for a plurality of restriction cleavage sites,
allowing for the introduction and removal of DNA
fragments without interruption of the remainder of the
vehicle. Thus, by having a plurality of unique restric-
tion sites or restriction sites limited to the region be-
tween the promoter and terminator in the downstream
direction of transcription, regulatory signals and genes
may be readily inserted and removed.

Another strategy is to prepare a construct having all
of the desired DNA sequences for transcription and
expression in appropriate sequence. with the construct
having predetermined termini and inserting the con-
struct into an appropriate vector which has been linear-
ized to provide complementary termini.

In developing the construct, a vector will normally
be used in order to clone the various sequences. The
construct will allow for the insertion of the different

sequences in the correct direction and desirably only in
the proper orientation. Therefore, it will usually be
desirable to have the sequence and insertion site be
asymmetric in having different termini with the termini
of the sequence and insertion site being complementary.

The particular restriction enzymes will vary widely
with the various sequences. there being a large number
of restriction enzymes of known base or sequence
specificities commercially available.

The following examples are offered by way of illus-
tration and not by way of limitation.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials and Methods

Restriction endonucleases Hindlll, I-Ilncll. Sall,
BamHI and T4 Ligase were from New England Biolabs
(Beverly. Mass, USA). Sau3A was from BRL (Neu-
Isenburg. Germany) and EcoRI and HpaII from (Bo-
ehringer Mannheim, Federal Republic of Germany).
DNA polymerase I. phage fd DNA (replicative form}.
plasmid AD16/30 containing a 28 bp Hindlll/Batnlll
adapter sequence and. lac represser were supplied by
private sources. The isolation of bacteriophage T5
DNA, plasmid DNA E. coli RNA polymerase and E.
colt‘ termination factor rho have been described previ-
ously, {v. Ciabian and Bujard. Moi. gen. Genet. (1977)
[57, 301-311; Clewel and Helinski (1969) PNAS USA
62, 1157-1166; and Knopf and Bujard (1975) Eur. J.
Biochem. 53, 371-385).

A 'l3Ubp DNA fragment carrying the E. coil’ lac regu-
latory region (promoter/operator: P/O), an N-terminal
portion of the .Cl-galactosidase structural gene sufficient
for intracistronic complernentation of the M15 deletion,
as well as a portion of the i-gene(i) was isolated from a
I-Iincll digest of a pACYC 214 plasmid (a plasmid re-
lated to pACYC 184 by insertion at a BamHI site of a
BamHI restriction cleavage fragment from F’-lac carry-
ing the lac gene) by repressor binding and subsequent
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adsorption to nitrocellose. This fragment was then em-
ployed in the construction of an exemplary plasmid for
analyzing strong promoters and strong terminators as
depicted in FIG. 1.

Utilizing the I-Ipall cleavage site within the B-gal
structural genes the fragment was reduced in size and
provided with Baml-ll and Sall cleavage sites by vari-
ous subcloning. The resulting fragment (left most part
of Figure) contains the intact control region of the lac
operon and an N-terminal portion of the :3-gal struc-
tural gene coding for 66 amino acids (oz). Introduction
of this fragment by blunt end ligation into the HindIII
site of pACYCl84 (Chang and Cohen (1978) J. Bac-
teriol. 134, ll4l—ll56) yielded pBUlO. a vector suit-
able for terminator cloning. The major terminator of the
coliphage fd genome was isolated as a 333bp Sau3A
fragment (Beck et al. (1978) Nucl Acids Res. 5,
4495-4503). ligated with a BamHI/H.indIII adaptor
sequence and integrated into pBUl0 to yield pLBUl.

Cleavage of the lac sequence in pBUlO by Hpall
destroys the lac promoter‘ and liberates upon cleavage
with Hindlll a fragment containing the lac operator and
a region coding for a functional tr-fragment. Integrating
this DNA sequence into pBR322 leads to pBUl2a. Fi-
nally, replacement of the Hindlll/Sall portion of
pBU 123 by a partial digest of the I-IindIII/Sal! fragment
of pLBU1 containing the fd terminator resulted in
pLBU3, a vector suitable for integration of cllicient
promoters at the EcoRI site. The regions encoding
chlorarnphenicol (Cm), ampicillin (A13) and tetracycline
{Tc} resistance are indicated as cat, bla and Let respec-
tively.

The plasmid. pBUlO. had the following properties: (i)
it contains the ct fragment ofB~ga.lactosida.se (tr-protein)
and complemented the M15 deletion of the lac operon;
{ii} the To resistance it specified was under the control
of the lac promoter. as shown in M15 I‘? strains; (iii) the
HindIII site between the lac gene fragment and the tel
gene was restored; the stop codon immediately follow-
ing the Hindlll site limited the length of the lacZ gene
product to 63 amino acids.

Insertion of the id terminator upstream to the let gene
resulted in a 90% reduction in the level ofTc resistance.

but no detectable change in the levels offi-galactosidase
activity in M15 deletion strains. The results obtained as
to the properties imparted to various E. coil strains by
various plasmids is set forth in the following table:

Seven independent plasmid isolates from clones con-
tained the eitpected 352bp HindIII-generated fragment
containing the Ed terminator. Electrophoretic analysis
of all seven BamHI-cleaved isolates and DNA sequence
analysis of one of these showed that in all instances the
fd tenninator had been integrated in an orientation op-
posite the direction of transcription within the fd phage
genome. Sequence analysis also revealed a translational
stop codon in frame with the rr-protein less than lObp
down stream from the Hindllli cleavage forming the
conjunction between the lac-derived segment and the
fcl-derived DNA fragment; a translational stop signal on
this position would be expected to result in an o.-frag-
rncnt containing 71 amino acids.

For the cloning of exogenous promoters. the lac pro-
moter on the lac/tet construct had to be removed or

destroyed in such a way that a site for the subsequent
integration of promoters was retained. To do this. the
Hpall cleavage site at position —l7 of lac was em-
ployed. as described above. Colonies that showed both
a reduced level of To resistance and the presence of a.
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lac operator sequence, which could be detected on the
multicopy plasmid by its ability to bind the lac represser
and induce chromosomal B-gal synthesis, were identi-
fied. Endonuclease analysis (Hiudlll/EcoRI double
digest} of plasmids recovered from several isolates
yielded two types of vectors: one of these represented
by pBUl2 harbored the expected 253bp lac fragment;
the other represented by pBUl2a yielded a 42Ubp frag-
ment. DNA sequence analysis showed that in pBUl2a,
a 160bp fragment of unknown origin, containing two to
three stop codons i.n each of the possible translational
reading frames, had been integrated between the EcoRI
site and position -15 of the lac promoter. The presence
of the stop codons made the fragment an efficient termi-
nator of any translation that occurred upstream of the
translational initiation site for the cbfragment.

When the I-Iindlll/Sail segment of pBUl2a was re-
placed with an identically generated fragment of
pLBUl carrying the id terminator. the plasmid pLBU3
was obtained, which conferred neither Tc resistance

nor B—gaI activity to E. coli M15 strain. Although this
plasmid contained a tet region and a DNA sequence
encoding the rz-fragment of lac, it conferred neither
resistance nor B-gal activity to the E. colt‘ M15 strain. It
was therefore chosen as the T5 promoter cloning vehi-
ole.

A population of about 200 short fragrnents of T5
DNA was obtained by double digestion of the l2Dkb
phage genome with HaeIII and Alul endonucleases.
Thme fragments were ligated with excess synthetic
EcoRl links and the resulting molecules were cleaved
with Ecolll endonuclease and ligated into the Ecolll
cleavage site of pLBU3. Transformation of E. colt‘ C600
and selection for B-gal activity plus high level Tc-resist-
ance yielded 35 colonies resistant to Tc-concentrations
between 8 and 70 ug/ml. Plasmids were isolated from
13 colonies resistant to 70 pg/ml, which earlier experi-
ments using multicopy plasmids had suggested was the
highest level detectable in E. colt‘ K12 (Cabello et a1.
(1976) Nature 259, 285-290).

Digestion of the various isolates with EcoRI endonu-
clense liberated between one and ten fragments of vari-
ous sizes from each constructed plasmid. Complexing of
such fragment mixtures with RNA polymerase. fol-
lowed by filter binding analysis, identified between one
and three fragments of each plasmid that interacted
very efficiently with the enzyme; these fragments were
isolated from polyacrylamide gels and individually re-
cloned in pLBU3. In each case. they gave rise to colo-
nies resistant to 70 p.g/ml Tc. Plasmids isolated from
each of these clones carried the expected DNA frag-
ments. as shown by EcoRI cleavage and gel electropho-
resis. The promoter library which was obtained con-
tained about 25 different strong promoters of coliphage
T5.

A plasmid pGBU207 containing an EcoRI-generated
fragment of 2l.2bp was selected for further study. In
vitro transcription on the plasmid was mapped by anal-
ysis of RNA transcripts made on fragments of the plas-
mid produced by cleavage with different restriction
endonucleases. Cleavage of the plasmid with EcoRI
endonuclease yielded principally a single RNA species
about 1313 nt in length. The size of the transcript in-
creased to 550 nt when a I-Iindlll digest of pGBU2D'.-'
was used as a template. Ban1HI digested DNA yielded
transcripts of about 740 and 900 nt in length. Correla-
tion of transcript length with the distance of the DNA
cleavage site from a Fixed point insert indicated that in
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all of these instances in vitro transcription was initiated
at the same promoter and that it progressed toward the
re: region of the plasmid. The experiments also showed
the functioning of the termination signal introduced
between the lac fragment and the tet gene. Under the
high salt conditions used for this in vitro transcription
experiment, termination of about 50% of transcription
within the fd DNA fragment gave rise to the ‘.-'40 nt
transcript, while a read- through transcript extended to
the Baml-II cleavage site located 890bp from the pro-
moter. The data strongly suggested that RNA termina-
tion occurring in the fd terminator placed in the reverse
orientation is rho dependent. in contrast to the rho-.
independent termination that occurs when the termina-tor is in its normal orientation.

Since the rate of complex formation between RNA
polymerase and promoter signals is a reflection of the
strength of the promoter, the relative rate of complex
formation of the 2I2bp fragment ofpGBU207 was com-
pared with complex forrnation involving the previously
studied TS promoters P35 and P25 (Stuber and Bujard
(1981), supra). The results showed that the promoter
used to express downstream genetic functions in
pGBU2D'l' has a signal strength similar to that of P35 and
P25, which are among-the most efficient RNA polymer-
ase binding sequences identified from any source. (Nie-
mann (1981), supra).

The above results demonstrate that novel DNA se-

quences can be prepared from the strong T5 promoters,
which can then be used for the expression of a wide
variety of poly(amino acids). Furthermore. by employ-
ing a promoter. optionally a structural gene. a termina-
tor. and a marker, test plasmid structures are provided
which allow for screening of the effectiveness of a pro-
moter and/or a terminator, particularly as they interre-
late with each other. Therefore, combinations can be

prepared which allow for highly efficient transcription
of a wide variety of structural genes. with concornmi-
tant selection of the transformants by employing an
appropriate marker downstream from the balanced
terminator.

Although the foregoing invention has been described
in some detail by way of illustration and example for
purposes of clarity of understanding, it will be obvious
that certain changes and modifications may be practiced
within the scope of the appended claims.

We claim:

1. A linear DNA sequence having proximal to one
end a strong TS phage promoter, proximal to the other
end a strong transcriptional terminator balanced with
said strong T5 promoter, and having intermediate said
promoter and terminator at least one of (1) a marker for
selection adjacent to said terminator or (2) a replication
system foreign to T5. wherein the direction of said
promoter is away from said tenninator and said marker
is expressed at a frequency of less than about one-fourth
the frequency ofa structural gene. when said structural
gene is inserted between said promoter and.l.erminator,
so as to be under the transcriptional control of said

promoter and to bridge said linear DNA sequence to
provide a circular DNA sequence.

2. A linear DNA sequence according to claim 1,
having intermediate said other end and said strong ter-
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minator at least one stop codon in at least one reading
frame.

3. A linear DNA sequence according to claim 2,
having a plurality of stop codons with at least one in
each reading frame.

4. A linear DNA sequence according to any ofclaims
1, 2 or 3, wherein said marker is a gene imparting bioci-
dal resistance

5. A linear DNA sequence according to any of claims
1, 2 or 3, wherein said marker is a DNA sequence hav-
ing at least one gene in a metabolic synthetic pathway.

6. A linear DNA sequence according to any of claims
1. 2 or 3, having a marker intermediate said promoter
and said terminator.

T. A linear DNA sequence according to claim 6,
wherein said marker provides blocidal resistance.

8. A linear DNA. sequence according to claim 6.
wherein said marker has at least one gene for an enzyme
in it metabolic synthetic pathway.

9. A linear DNA sequence according to any of claims
1, 2 or 3, wherein said replication system is for a proka-
ryote.

10. A linear DNA sequence according ‘to any of
claims 1. 2 or 3. wherein said replication system is for a
eukaryote.

11. A method for deterrnining the strength of :1 pro-
moter which comprises:

inserting said promoter into a linear DNA sequence
having in the downstream direction for expression
proximal to one end; a gene allowing for detection
of expression; a transcriptional terminator of
known strength; a marker allowing for determina-
tion of expression: and a replication system recog-
nized by a predetermined host; whereby a circular
DNA sequence is obtained;

transforming said host with said circular DNA se-
quence;

growing said host in nutrient medium under condi-
tions aliowing for determination of the extent of
expression of said gene and said marker; and

determining the strength of said promoter is deter-
mined by the relative degree of transcription of
said gene and said marker.

12. A method according to claim 11. wherein said
host is auxotrophic and said gene provides prototrophy.

13. A method according to any of claims 11 or 12.
wherein said marker provides biocidal resistance.

14. A method according to claim 13. wherein inter-
mediate said gene and said terminator are a plurality of
stop codons, with at least one stop codon in each read-
ing frame.

IS. A circular DNA sequence having in downstream
order of transcription :1 strong TS phage promoter, a
structural gene foreign to T5 phage under transcrip-
tional control of said promoter, a transcriptional termi-
nator which is balanced with said promoter and a repli-
cation system and having a marker for selection down-
stream from said terminator. wherein said marker is
expressed at a frequency of less than about one-fourth
the frequency of which the structural gene is expressed
and is under transcriptional control of said promoter.3 $ t I i
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_ CLONED HIGH SIGNAL STRENGTH PROMDTERS

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

E: 5 Field of the Invention
Having established the feasibility of producing a

wide variety of naturally occurring and synthetic polypep-

tides by means of hybrid DNA technology, there are continuing

and extensive efforts to provide for more efficient and

10 economic methods for producing the polypeptides. In develop-

ing a process for the commercial production of polypeptides,

many factors will be involved in optimizing the economic and

efficient production of the polypeptides. Included among-

these factors are regulatory signals, which are DNA sequences

15 involved with the regulation of replication, transcription
and translation.

F one area of interest is at the level of transcrip-

tion. Transcription involves the enzyme RNA polymerase. The

1 RNA polymerase binds to a site called a promoter. It has

20 been observed that promoters vary in their activity, as

evidenced by the number of initiations of RNA per unit time

or the strength of binding of the enzyme to the promoter

site. The promoter may have one or more sequences that bind,

which may or may not be contiguous. The more active promo-

25 ters are referred to as strong promoters.

It was found that when introducing a strong

promoter into a vector and employing the resulting plasmid

for tragpformati n one gnhd
d

ass; .fEa?s1 3-finfé _ -rain 1 iv; ?a.oocH
on expression of markers which allowed for selection. There-

not se1egE_transformants has

30 fore, cloning of the strong promoters was not feasible. It

eases osxavzsz. assess so-iaafl e :01 as ovcw

1242535 e5xs:4we::. 35527611 :ao~—z.r-no 10:.-2 ..=-soon-1
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is therefore desirable that methods be provided which would

allow for the screening of strong promoters and terminators

and their subsequent cloning to be used in conjunction with

the replication, transcription and translation of the genes

for production of DNA, RNA, and polypeptides.

Description of the Prior Art

A Promoters from bacterial and viral sources have

been cloned in E. coli, and their signal strength in vitro

has been studied using expression from distal promoterless

sequences encoding figa1actos'dase or other proteagiaaj
{Casadahan and Cohen (l980);;1 ‘l 3Biol. l§§,& : west
and Rodriguez (1980) Gene g, l45&§g1. Attempts to clone
small DNA fragments carryingqthe strong promoters of

bacteriophage T5 have been figfifiessful. (V. Gabain andBujard (1979) PNAS USA Z§,g2E9§Q34, Fragments of T5 DNA
having both a strong promoter and a strong termination signal

have been cloned. (Breunig (1979) Dissertation (Universitat

Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Germany)) Analysis has shown that

transcriptional regions of several E. coli plasmids are

organized in units where initiation and termination signals

are balanced. {Stuber and Bujard (1931) puns USA3r' ‘“’7"D’1
P25 and P26 promoters of the T5 bacteriophage are reported as
among the most efficient RNA polymerase binding sequences.

(Stuber et al (1978) Mol. gen. Genet. ;§§ 141-149; Niemann

(1981) Diplomarbeit (Universitat Heidelberg, Heidelberg,

Germany)).
SUMARY OF THE INVENTION

Methods for cloning, sequencing and using strong

promoters and terminators are provided, as well as composi-

tions resulting from the methods. By cleaving T5 phage and

selecting fragments specifically binding to RNA polymerase,

fragments containing promoters are isolated. A vector is

constructed having a strong promoter, followed by a DNA

sequence of interest, optionally followed by one or more

translational stop codons in one or more reading frames,

followed by a balanced terminator, followed by a marker

allowing for selection of transformants. Upon introducing

the resulting plasmid into a microorganism host, efficient

12
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transcription of the gene is obtained with substantially

lesser expression of the marker as compared to the gene. The

level of expression_of the marker permits selection of
The

construct or regulatory portions thereof are used for effi-

transformants having the above described construct.

cient transcription of RNA or gene expression.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

Fig. l is a flow chart of the preparation of a

plasmid for cloning strong promoters and terminators.
DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECIFIC EMBODIMNTS

Methods and compositions are provided for preparing

and cloning strong promoter and terminator regulatory signals

and utilization of the strong regulatory sequences in the

transcription and expression of genes of interest.

Particularly, T5 phage promoters are isolated,

cloned in conjunction with a strong terminator, and appro-

priate vectors developed for insertion of DNA sequences of

interest, usually gtructual genes, to provide for high and

efficient transcription and/or expression of the sequence.

The compositions of this invention are character-

ized as having in the downstream direction of transcription

the following units: a strong T5 phage promoter; optionally

a structural gene which may be a marker; a balancing termina-

tor; and optionally a marker allowing for selection of trans-

formants containing the construct, which marker has a rela-

tively low level of expression in Comparison with the amount

of RNA polymerase initiation at the promoter. In the absence

of a promoter in the construct, the construct can be used for

the cloning and characterization of promoters of different

strengths.

In referring to strong promoters, it is intended

that the binding affinity of RNA polymerase is stronger than

the commonly employed promoters such as lag and Egg and at

least comparable to and normally greater than the combination

of lag and Egg promoters- For the most part, the strongest

promoters among prokaryotes are the T5 phage promoters and

occurring or
that

these will be employed as exemplary of‘
synthetic strong promoters. It is to be understood,

13
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other prokaryotic and eukaryotic promoters, either naturally

occurring or synthetic. could find application in the subject
invention.

The compositions of this invention will include

linear segments for insertion of DNA having the strong ’

regulatory signal sequences (i.e., the promoter and termi-

nator} adjacent opposite ends of the linear segment and

plasmids formed by introducing a DNA sequence from a source

other than the source of the promoter as a bridge between the

strong regulatory signal sequences. The termini may be blunt

or staggered ended, having the same or different termini to

allow for directed positioning of inserted sequences.

The compositions which are employed as already

indicated have a promoter, a balanced terminator, and desir-

ably a marker which are in the direction of transcription

when the signal sequences are joined.

balanced,

The terminator is

so that a small but useful amount of expression of

the marker can occur. in most situations, aNormally, gene

will bridge the promoter and terminator to provide circular

DNA- The gene may be a non-structural gene or a structural

gene providing RNA e.g. ribosomal or messenger, or providing

a poly(amino acid).

Desirably, the gene is followed by one or a plural-

ity of translational stop codons e.g. oop or nonsense codons,

or preferably a plurality, usually up to about six, more

usually from about two to five, where there is at least one

stop codon in each reading frame. The stop codons aid in the

efficiency of termination, both at the level of transcription

and expression.

Next in the direction of transcription is the

terminator sequence. The terminator sequence is balanced

with the promoter in the sense at the marker is transcribed

not more than about he times that a gene up-'
where both genes

it will

be desirable that a sufficient amount of the marker is tran-

stream from the terminator is transcribed,

are under the control of the same promoter- Usually,

scribed to allow for selection of transformants. In view of

the fact that the marker is transcribed from a strong pro-

14
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moter, it will usually be sufficient that the marker is

transcribed in relation to the transcription of the gene

intermediate the promoter and terminator in only about 1 to

20, usually only 5 to 15 number % of the gene. The strength

of the promoter is reflected in the level of expression of

the marker which is transcribed from the same promoter as the

gene whose expression is desired-

In addition to the DNA sequences indicated above,

there will normally be other regulatory signals necessary for

expression involved with the DNA sequence, such as transla-

tional start and stop sites. In addition to the foregoing

regulatory signals, other regulatory signals may be included,

such as additional promoters, operators, initiators,

catabolite activator protein binding sites, etc. Further-

more, the promoter and terminator may be separated by more

than one gene, that is, a plurality of genes, including

multimers and operons.

The above DNA sequence construct will have a repli-

cating system or be cleaved and be inserted into a vector to

provide a plasmid. The vector is distinguished by having one

or more DNA sequences which serve to insure stable replica-

tion of the plasmid and may also provide opportunities for

high copy numbers of the plasmid in the microoganism host.

The vectors may be derived from chromosomal or extrachromo-

somal sources. The sources include plasmids, viruses

(phage), or the like.

or the essential portions thereof may be prepared

chromosomes, In addition, the vector

synthetically.

The plasmids may then be used for transformation of

an appropriate microorganism host. Methods of introducing

DNA into an appropriate host are well known. Illustrative of

such methods, but not exhaustive of such methods,

formation e.g. calcium shock, transfection, and conjugation.

are trans-

Descriptions of these methods may be found in Genetic

Engineering, ed. Setlaw and Hollaender, Vol. 1, Plenum Press,

New York and London, 1979; Molecular Cloning of Recombinant

DNA, ed. Scott and Werner, Vol. 13, Academic Press,

York, 1973,

Inc. New

and references cited therein.

15
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In order to allow for flexibility in preparing the

construct and sel£—replicating sequence or plasmid containing

the construct restriction sites should be present to allow

for unique insertions and isolation of the various elements.

The restriction sites may be naturally present, introduced by

linkers, result by partial sequential nucleotide removal from

Desirahly, the

restriction sites will provide for different ends to permit

a chain using an exonuclease, or the like.

only the proper orientation of the inserted fragment.

A wide variety of structural genes are of interest

for production of proteins, including but not limited to

proteins of physiological interest, proteins as chemicals,

and enzymes which may be of direct interest or of interest in

transforming another product, which may be proteinaceous or

non-proteinaceous. The proteins may be prepared as a single

unit or as individual subunits and then joined together in

appropriate ways. Furthermore, as appropriate, the protein

products may be modified by glycosylation, acylation with

aliphatic acids, e.g. lipid acids, phosphorolation, sulfona—

tion or the like. The different classes of proteins which

may be prepared include protamines, histones, albumins

globulins, scleroproteins, phosphoproteins, mucoproteins,

chromoproteins, lipoproteins, nucleoproteins, and the remain-

ing proteins which are unclassified-

The following is a representative list of proteins
of interest.

Insulin; growth hormone; interferon e.g. leikocyte,

lumphoblastoid, T-immune and fibroblast; B—lipotropin:

B-endorphin; dynorphin; histocompatability proteins; immuno-

globulins e.g. IgA, IgD, IgE, IgG and Igm and fragments

thereof; hemoglobin, somatomedins; lymphokines; growth

factors e.g. epidermal, fibroblast, platelet—derived,

multiplication stimulating and nerve: hematoporetic-stimula-

ting factors e.g. erythropoietin, colony—stimulating,

erythroid potentating activity or burst—promoting activity

and lymphopoietins; albumin and prealbumin;

16
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Prealbumin

Albumin

u -Lipcprotein

a —Acid glycoprotein

u -AntitrypsinI-‘I--‘i-'|-‘
u —G1ycoprotein

Transcortin

é.6S—Posta1bumin

Tryptophan-poor

1“ a1—glycoprotein

ul—x—Glycoprotein
Thyroxin—binding globulin

Inter—u—trypsin—inhihitoI

Gc—globu1in:

15 {Ge 1-1),

(Gc 2-1},

(Gc 2-2},

Haptoglobin:

(HP 1-1).

20 (Hp 2-1),

(Hp 2-2).

Ceruloplasmin

Cholinesterase

a2—Lipoprutein(s)

95 a2—Macrog1obulin

a2-HS-Glycoprotein

Zn-H2-glycoprotein

62—Neuramino—glycoprotein
Eyythropoietin

3° B-lipoprotein
Transferrin

Hemopexin

Fibrinogen

Plasminogen

35 E2-glycoprotein I
—glycoprotein II

Immunoglobulin G

{IgG) or yG-globulin

52

17
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M01. formula:

72‘2 “I Y2*2
Immunoglobulin A (IgA}

or VA-globulin
5 Mol. formula:

(u2K2)n or (a2A2}n
Immunoglobulin M _

(IgM) or 1M—globulin

Mol. formula:
5 5

10 (u2K2) or (P232)
Immunoglobulin D (IgD}

or yD-Globulin (VD)
Mol. formula:

(52K2) or {52A2)
15 Immunoglobulin E (IgE}

or yE-Glohulin (yE)

Mol. formula:

(EZKZ) or (s2A2)
Free light chains

20 Complement factors:

C'1

C'lg

C'1;

C'1§
25 C'2

C‘3

B13

UZD
C'4

30 C‘5

C‘6

C‘?

C‘8

C‘9.

35 lmportain protein hormones include:

Peptide and Protein Hormones

Parathyroid hormone

{parathormone)

18
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Thyrocalcitonin

Insulin

Glucagon

Relaxin

Erythropoietin

Melanotropin

(Melanooyte—stimulating hormone; intermedin)

Somatotropin

(growth hormone)

Corticotropin

(adrenocorticotropic hormone)

Thyrotropin

Follic1e—stimu1ating hormone

Leuteinizing hormone_

(interstitial cell—simulating hormone)

Luteomammotropic hormone_

(Luteotropin, prolactin}

Gonadotropin

(chorionic gonadotropin).
Tissue Hormones

Secretin

Gastrin

Angiotensin I and II

Bradykinin

Human placental laotogen

Peptide Hormones from the Neurohypophysis

Dxytocin

Vasopressin

Releasing factors (RF)~

CRF, LRF, TRF, Somatotropin-RF, GRF, FSH-

RF, PIF, MIF. ‘

In addition to various non—enzymatic proteins of

physiological interest, enzymes can also he produced as an

end product or for intracellular transformation of a sub-

strate present in the host or substrate introduced extra-

oellularly, or for enzymatic transformation in vitro.

19
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In accordance with the I.U.B. classification, the

enzymes fall into varying categories such as 1. oxidoreduc-

tases; 2. transferases; 3. hydrolases: 4. lyases; 5. iso-

merases; 6. ligases. Enzymes of particular interest will he

hydrolases and oxidoreductases for use in commercial pro-

cessing, for example, hydrolases for hydrolysing polysac-

charides, lipids and polypeptides; oxidoreductases for oxida-

tion of alcohols and aldehydes, epoxidation, and the like.

The microorganism host may be bacteria, such as

Escherichia, Bacillus, Aerobacter, Klebsiella, Proteus,

Pseudomonas, Streptococcus, Staphylococcus, Clostridium,

Mycobacterium, Streptomyces and Actinomyces; Fungi e.g.

Gymnomycota, Dimastygomycota, Eumycota, Zygomycetes, Ascomy—

cetes and Basidomycetes, such as, Candida, Aspergillus,

Rhizobus, Microsporum, and Fonsecaea; Protozoa e.g.

Mastigophora, Sarcodina, Sporozoa and Celiophora, such as,

Trypanosoma, Codosiga, Protospongra and Entameba, and Alga

e.g. Dinoflagellates, Euglenoids, and Diatoms.

Higher cells, e.g., mammalian, may also be

employed as hosts, where viral, e.g., bovine papilloma virus

or other DNA sequence is available which has plasmid-like

activity.

Depending upon the nature of the host, a wide

variety of vectors may be employed. The vector will have an

intact replicon and be capable of replication in the host.

In addition, replicons can be developed which may have one or

more other regulatory signals. Regulatory signals can

include temperature sensitive replicons, runaway—replication

sequences, temperature sensitive operators, and the like.

Various additional DNA sequences may be present providing for

restriction sites, markers, termination sequences, or the

like. Desirably, the vector should he of a substantially

different size from the construct to allow for excision of

the construct and ease of separation of the construct from

the vector by molecular weight separation techniques e g.

electrophoresis and density gradient centrifugation.

The subject invention also provides for a technique

for screening the strength of promoters and terminators, thus
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allowing for the determination of the use of a promoter or

terminator in a particular application, where it may be

desirable to have promoters or terminators or combinations

thereof of varying strength. In screening promoters and/or

terminators one employs a promoter or terminator of known

activity. A DNA construct is made having the sequence

described previously, where appropriate restriction sites are

provided for introducing the various elements. The construct

provides in the direction of transcription the promoter, a

first gene marker, optionally termination codons, such as

nonsense codons and oop terminator, the terminator, and a

second gene marker. This DNA construct is inserted into an

appropriate vector- where the promoter and terminator are

properly balanced, there will be a substantial differentia-

tion between expression of the first gene marker and expres-

sion of the second gene marker. The ratio of expression

between the first and second marker will provide for a com-

parative evaluation of the activity of the promoter or

Thus,

one can degrade a DNA sequence such as a chromosome, or an

terminator, depending upon which is of known value.

extrachromosomal element, such as a plasmid or double minute,

isolate the promoters by selective binding with RNA poly-

merase and insert the DNA fragments which bind to the RNA

polymerase into the previously described construction. By

determining the relative proportion of expression of the

first and second gene markers, one can determine the strength

of promoters in relation to a fixed terminator. Similarly,

one can isolate DNA sequences having terminator sequences,

insert the sequences into the above described construct at

the appropriate site and then measure the relative expression

of the two gene markers.

Various markers can be chosen for evaluating the

relative activities of promoters and terminators. Conveni-

ently, markers which allow for selection such as resistance

to antibiotics, toxins or heavy metals can be used. By

varying the concentration of the selective agents in the

nutrient medium, one can determine the relative proportions

of the enzyme expressed by the genes in relation to the
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growth of the host. Alternatively, one can use growth fac-

tors e.g. having a gene which complements a mutant gene in an

auxotrophic host, where the gene expresses a product neces-

sary for a biosynthetic pathway. A third marker provides

5 virus incompatibility, preventing plaque formation. Cther

markers which allow for comparison will come readily to mind.

The terminators may be evaluated in the presence

and absence of rho, so that one can determine the dependency

of the terminator on rho, as well as the effectiveness of the

10 terminator in relation to the concentration of rho.

The methods for preparing the subject compositions

will be conventional. The various DNA fragments and

sequences can be obtained from a variety of sources by

restriction mapping and endonuclease cleavage to provide

15 fragments having the desired intact sequence or gene. The

fragments can be further processed employing endo— or

exonucleases to remove nucleotides unrelated to desired

regulatory sequences or structural genes. By appropriate

choice of restriction enzymes, cohesive or blunt ended frag-

20 ments can be generated. Furthermore, chains can be extended

with single nucleotides or oligonucleotides, linkers can be

added, or otherwise processing to provide for termini having

desired properties.

Desirably, a vector is employed having appropriate

25 restriction sites, a competent replication system for the

intended host, and optionally one or more markers which allow

for selection. For hybrid DNA technology it would be useful

to have a plasmid having a unique restriction site between a

T5 promoter and a terminator, desirably having at least one

30 stop codon on the upstream side of the terminator. In this

manner, one or more structural genes may be introduced

between the promoter and terminator.

As appropriate, downstream from the promoter, but

remaining proximal to the promoter, may be an operator,

35 activator, ribosomal start signal sequence, or the like, to

allow for controlled expression of the inserted gene(s].

The strategy described above provides a vehicle

which can be used with one or more hosts for gene expression,
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where the gene after processing in a predetermined way can be

directly inserted into the vehicle to provide a competent

plasmid for expression of the desired gene(s).

Alternatively, the gene(s} of interest may be

ligated to the appropriate regulatory signal sequences before

insertion into the vehicle. In this instance, only the

promoter and terminator regulatory signals need be present.

To provide for enhanced flexibility, the region

between the promoter and terminator may be designed so as to

provide for a plurality of restriction cleavage sites, allow-

ing for the introduction and removal of DNA fragments without

Thus, by

having a plurality of unique restriction sites or restriction

interruption of the remainder of the vehicle.

sites limited to the region between the promoter and termina-

tor in the downstream direction of transcription, regulatory

signals and genes may be readily inserted and removed.

Another strategy is to prepare a construct having

all of the desired DNA sequences for transcription and

expression in appropriate sequence, with the construct having

predetermined termini and inserting the construct into an

appropriate vector which has been linearized to provide

complementary termini.

In developing the construct, a vector will normally

be used in order to clone the various sequences. The con-

struct will allow for the insertion of the different

sequences in the correct direction and desirably only in the

proper orientation. Therefore, it will usually be desirable

to have the sequence and insertion site be asymmetric in

having different termini with the termini of the sequence and

insertion site being complementary.

The particular restriction enzymes will vary widely

with the various sequences, there being a large number of

restriction enzymes of known base or sequence specificities

commercially available.

The following examples are offered by way of illus-

tration and not by way of limitation.
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EXPERIMNTAL

Materials and Methods

Restriction endonucleases Hindlli, HincII, Sall,

gggfil and T4 Ligase were from New England Biolabs (Beverly.

Mass., USA), Sau3A was from BRL (Neu-Isenburg, Germany) and

gggfil and gpgll from (Boehrigfier Mannheim. Federal Republic
of Germany}. DNA polymerase I. phage §g_DNA (replicative

form), plasmid ADl5/30 containing a 28 hp gindlll/gamfil

adapter sequence and, lac represser were supplied by private

sources- The isolation of bacteriophage T5 DNA, plasmid DNA

E; coli RNA polymerase and §; coli termination factor rho

have been described previously, (v. Gabian and Bujard, Mol.

gen. Genet. (1977) ;§1, 301-311; Clewel and Helinski (1969)

PNAS USA gg, 1157-1166; and Knopf and Bujard (1975) Eur- J.

Biochem. §§, 371-385).

A ?8Dbp DNA fragment carrying the E- coli lac

regulatory region {promoter/operator: P/0), an N-terminal

portion of the B-galactosidase structural gene sufficient for

intracistronic complementation of the M15 deletion, as well

as a portion of the i-gene(i) was isolated from a gincll

digest of a pACYC 214 plasmid (a plasmid rel te to pACYC_l84

by insertion at a Eirnfll site of a @HIA cleavage
fragment from F'—lac carrying the lac gene) by repressor

binding and subsequent adsorption to nitrocellose. This

fragment was then employed in the construction of an

exemplary plasmid for analyzing strong promoters and strong

terminators as depicted in the Figure.

Utilizing the gpgll cleavage site within the B-gal

structural genes the fragment was reduced in size and pro-

vided with §amHI and gall cleavage sites by various sub-

cloning. The resulting fragment (left most part of Figure)

contains the intact control region of the lag operon and an

N—terminal portion of the fi—gal structural gene coding for 65

amino acids (u). Introduction of this fragment by blunt end

ligation into the gindlll site of pACYCl84 {Chang and Cohen

(1978) J. Bacteriol. 1%, 1141-1155) yielded pBUl0, a vector

suitable for terminator cloning. The major terminator of the

coliphage gg genome was isolated as a 338bp §§33A fragment
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with a gamfll/gigdlll adaptor sequence and integrated into

pBUl0 to yield pLBUl.

Cleavage of the lag sequence in pBUlO by gpgll

destroys the lag promoter and liberates upon cleavage with

gigdlll a fragment containing the lag operator and a region

Integrating this DNA

Finally, replacement

coding for a functional o—fragment.

sequence into pBR322 leads to pBUl2a.

of the gindlll/ggll portion of pBUl2a by a partial digest of

the gindlll/gall fragment of pLBUl containing the gg termi-

nator resulted in pLBU3, a Vector suitable for integration of

efficient promoters at the §§gRI site. The regions encoding

chloramphenicol (Cm), ampicillin (Ap} and tetracycline (Tc)

resistance are indicated as cat, bla and 323 respectively.

The plasmid, pBUlD, had the following properties: 4%L‘/
(i) it contains the a fragment of E-galactosidase {o—protein

complemented the M15 deletion of the lag_operon; (ii) the To

resistance it specified was under the control of the lag

promoter, as shown in M15 ;9 strains; (iii) the gindlil site

between the lag gene fragment and the Eat gene was restored;

the stop codon immediately following the gindlll site limited

the length of the lggz gene product to 68 amino acids

Insertion of the fd terminator upstream to the tat

gene resulted in a 90% reduction in the level of Tc resis-

tance, but no detectable change in the levels of

fi—galactosidase activity in M15 deletion strains. The

results obtained as to the properties imparted to various g;

coli strains by various plasmids is set forth in the fol-

lowing table:

seven independent plasmid isolates from clones

contained the expected 352bp gindlll-generated fragment

containing the £§_terminator. Electrophoretic analysis of

all seven §§mflI—cleaVed isolates and DNA sequence analysis of

one of these showed that in all instances the gg terminator

had been integrated in an orientation opposite the direction

of transcription within the gg phage genome? Sequence
analysis also revealed a translational stop codon in frame

with the u-protein less than lobp down stream from the
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gigdlll cleavage forming the conjunction between the

lag-derived segment and the §g—derived DNA fragment; a

translational stop signal on this position would be expected

to result in an a—fragment containing 71 amino acids
For

promoterkgalhée lag/Egg construct had to be removed or
destroyed in such a way that a site for the subsequent inte-

To do this, the gpall

cleavage site at position -17 of lag was employed, as

e cloning of exogenous promoters, the lac

gration of promoters was retained.

described above. Colonies that showed both a reduced level

of To resistance and the presence of a lag operator sequence,

which could be detected on the multicopy plasmid by its

ability to bind the lag represser and induce chromosomal

fi—gal synthesis, were identified. Endonuclease analysis

(gindlll/EEQRI double digest} of plasmids recovered from

several isolates yielded two types of vectors: "one of these

represented by pBU12 harbored the expected 2S3bp lag frag-

ment; the other represented by pBUl2a yielded a 420bp frag-

ment. DNA sequence analysis showed that in pBUl2a, a lfiobp

fragment of unknown origin, containing two to three stop

codons in each of the possible translational reading frames,

had been integrated between the EEQRI site and position -15

of the lgg promoter. The presence of the stop codons made

the fragment an efficient terminator of any translation that

occurred upstream of the translational initiation site for

the u-fragment.

when the gindlll/gall segment of pBUl2a was

replaced with an identically generated fragment of pLBUl

carrying the id terminator, the plasmid pLBU3 was obtained,

which conferred neither Tc resistance nor B—gal activity to

E. coli Ml5 strain. Although this plasmid contained a tet

region and a DNA sequence encoding the a-fragment of lac, it

conferred neither resistance nor fi—gal activity to the

E. coli M15 strain. It was therefore chosen as the T5 pro-

moter cloning vehicle.

A population of about 200 short fragments of T5 DNA

was obtained by double digestion of the l20kb phage genome

with HaeIII and Alul endonucleases. These fragments were
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ligated with excess synthetic EcoRI links and the resulting

molecules were cleaved with EcoRI endonuclease and ligated

into the EcoRI cleavage site of pLBU3. Transformation of §;

coli C600 and selection for B—gal activity plus high level

Tc-resistance yielded 35 colonies resistant to Tc—concentra-

tions between 8 and 70 pg/ml. Plasmids were isolated from 13

colonies resistant to 70 pg/ml, which earlier experiments

using multicopy plasmids had suggested was the highest level

detectable in E. coli K12 (cabello et a1. (1976) Nature ggg,

235-290).

Digestion of the various isolates with EEQRI

endonuclease liberated between one and ten fragments of

various sizes from each constructed plasmid. Complexing of

such fragment mixtures with RNA polymerase, followed by

filter binding analysis, identified between one and three

fragments of each plasmid that interacted very efficiently

with the enzyme; these fragments were isolated from poly-

acrylamide gels and individually recloned in pLBU3. In each

case, they gave rise to colonies resistant to 70 pg/ml Tc.
Plasmids isolated from each of these clones carried the

expected DNA fragments, as shown by EEQRI cleavage and gel

The promoter library which was obtained

contained about 25 different strong promoters of coliphage TS

 -

A plasmid pGBU207 containing an §§gRI—generated

fragment of 2l2bp was selected for further study.

transcription on the plasmid was mapped by analysis of RNA

electrophoresis.

lg vitro

transcripts made on fragments of the plasmid produced by

cleavage with different restriction endonucleases. Cleavage

of the plasmid with §ggRI endonuclease yielded principally a
The size of the

transcript increased to 550 nt when a gigdlll digest of

pGBU207 was used as a template. gamfll digested DNA yielded

transcripts of about 740 and 900 nt in length.

of transcript length with the distance of the DNA cleavage

site from a fixed point insert indicated that in all of these

single RNA species about 130 nt in length-

Correlation

instances in vitro transcription was initiated at the same

promoter and that it progressed toward the tet region of the
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plasmid. The experiments also showed the functioning of the

termination signal introduced between the lac fragment and

the tet gene. Under the high salt conditions used for this

ip vitro transcription experiment, termination of about 50%

of transcription within the id DNA fragment gave rise to the

740 nt transcript, while a read— through transcript extended

to the gamfll cleavage site located 890bp from the promoter.

The data strongly suggested that RNA termination occurring in

the gg terminator placed in the reverse orientation is rho

dependent. in contrast to the rho—independent terminat;on

that occurs when the terminator is in its normal orientation.
Since the rate of complex formation between RNA

polymerase and promoter signals is a reflection of the

strength of the promoter, the relative rate of complex forma-

tion of the 2l2bp fragment of pGBU20? was compared with

complex formation involving the previously studied T5 pro-

and P26 (Stuber and Bujard (1981), ggpga). The
used to express downstream

meters P25
results showed that the promoter

genetic functions in pGBU207 has a signal strength similar to

that of P25 and P26,
polymerase binding sequences identified from any source.

which are among the most efficient RNA

(Niemann (1981), supra).
The above results demonstrate that novel DNA

sequences can be prepared from the strong T5 promoters, which

can then be used for the expression of a wide variety of

poly(amino acids). Furthermore, by employing a promoter,

optionally a structural gene, a terminator. and a marker,

test plasmid structures are provided which allow for

screening of the effectiveness of a promoter and/or a termi-

nator, particularly as they interrelate with each other.

Therefore, combinations can he prepared which allow for

highly efficient transcription of a wide variety of struc-

tural genes, with concomitant selection of the transformants

by employing an appropriate marker downstream from the bal-
anced terminator.

Although the foregoing invention has been described

in some detail by way of illustration and example for pur-

poses of clarity of understanding, it will be obvious that
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certain changes and modifications may be practiced within the

scope of the appended claims.
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IN THE CLAIMS

1. A linear DNA sequenc having proximal to one

nd a strong T5 phage promoter, roximal to the other end a 
 

 
 

strong terminator balanced wi said strong T5 promoter, and

having at least one intermed' te said promoter and terminator
of a marker for selection a aoent to said terminator and

distal from said other en or a replication system foreign
to T5.
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2. A linear DNA sequence according to Claim 1,

having intermediate said other end and said strong terminator

at least one stop codon in at least one reading frame.

3. A linear DNA sequence according to Claim 2,

having a plurality of stop codons with at least one in each

reading frame.

4. A linear DNA sequence according to any of

Claims 1, 2 or 3, wherein said marker is a gene imparting

biocidal resistance.

5. A linear DNA sequence according to any of

Claims 1, 2 or 3, wherein said marker is a DNA sequence

having at least one gene in a metabolic synthetic pathway.

6. A linear DNA segue e according to any of
Claims 1, 2 or 3, havinga intermediateIn

said promoter and said terminator.

7- A linear DNA sequence according to Claim 6,

wherein said marker provides biocidal resistance.

8. A linear DNA sequence according to Claim 6,

wherein said marker has at least one gene for an enzyme in a

metabolic synthetic pathway.

9. A linear DNA sequence according to any of

Claims 1, 2 or 3, wherein said replication system is for a

prokaryote.

10. A linear DNA sequence according to any of

Claims 1, 2 or 3, wherein said replication system is for a

eukaryote.
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11. A circular DNA sequ ce having in downstream

5;/I order of transcri
 

 
 

 

 

  

  

)tion a strong phage promoter, a struc-

tural gene foreig. to T5 phage a balanced terminator, and a

replication system '

12. A ci cular DNA sequence according to Claim ll,

wherein said replica ion system is recognized by prokaryotes.

13. A circ-lar DNA sequence according to Claim 11.

wherein said replicat‘on system is recognized by eukaryotes.

14. A circu ar RNA sequence according to any of

15. sequence according to Claim 14,

wherein said mammal ein is an enzyme.

16. §: sequence according to any of
Claims 11, 12 or 13, ha‘? ntermediate said structural gene
and said strong termi a nr a plurality of stop codons, having0'
at least one stop codoa n each reading frame.

AJ/ 17. A circular DNA s ence according to any of
fl)§7Claims ll, 12 or 13, having a arker for selection downstreamfrom said terminator.

I

 

 
 

  

18. A pro

sequence according to

ryotic cell having a circular DNA

19. A eukaIg-

sequence according to

20. A methoo ' tp-sparing a poly(amino acid)
which comprises:

growing in a nu t medium prokaryotic cells

according to Claim 18, wh said structural gene expresses

5 said poly(amino acids).
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'21. A

which comprises:

thod for preparing a polytamino ac;d)

growing 5 id eukaryotic cell according to C;aim 19

in a nutrient medi , wherein said structural gene expresses

5 said polytamino a

22. A meth according to Claim 21, wherein said

eukaryotic cell is yea t.
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Jagfifi? 23. A method for det rmining the strength of a
promoter which comprises:

 

 

  
 
 

 

 

 

 

inserting said prom ter into a linear DNA sequence

having proximal to one end i the downstream direction for

5 transcription a gene allowi for detection of expression; a

terminator of known strengt ; a marker allowing for determi-

nation of expression; and replication systems recognized by

a predetermined host; whe eby'a circular DNA sequence is

obtained;

10 transforming s id host with said circular DNA

sequence; and

growing said ost in nutrient medium under condi-

tions allowing for de rmination of the extent of expression

of said gene and said marker.
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:'l- . . , . .
,§£1 A method according to Claimggé, wherein said

host is auxotrophic and said gene provides prototrophy.

*9 ~ V/5?’
,;E. A method according to any of Claims,2£'or-flfl,

wherein said marker provides biocidal resistance.

W ‘?Ll

gfin A method according to Claim-2fi€'wherein inter-
mediate said gene and said terminator are a plurality of stop

codons, with at least one stop codon in each reading frame.

\a0
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CLONED HIGH SIGNAL STRENGTH PROMOTERS

ABSTRACT OF TH_DISCLOSURE V//#1:;/A
Method for preparing high signal strength promoters

and terminators and DNA compositions employing such promoters

and terminators. TS phage is cleaved to provide for DNA

sequences having intact promoters. These promoters are in-

serted into vectors separated from a balanced terminator by a

gene of interest and the terminator is desirably followed by

a marker allowing for selection of transformants. High

efficiencies in transcription of DNA can be achieved with the

highly active T5 promoters. The promoters and terminators

are used in hybrid DNA for efficient expression of structural

genes and transcription to provide RNA sequences.

In The government has rights in the invention pursuant

to Grant Nos. AI 08619 and GM 27241 awarded by the National
Institute of Health. R U

I The research was supported in part by a grant from

the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft.
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belief are believed to be true; and further that these stateirfnts were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and thelike so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment. o oth, under section ‘I001 of Title 18 of the United States Code, and that
such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity f the application or any patent issuing t ereon.
Slgnaluro or Inventor 201 slgriaturo rat I Vantnr 202 - ' Signature Inuontnr 203
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UNITED STATES DETSAFIIMENT OF COMMERCEPatent: and Trademark Office

Address: COMMISSIONER UF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS
Washrngton. I10. E0231
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This he a communication from the examiner in charge 01' Your annlieetion.
COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TFIADEMRFIKS

fifhia aenlicarlan he: been examined. Dflemurfsil-II to zommunlcation flied onT DTHII action is made final.
A shortened statutory period tar response to this action is set to explre .._.‘-L rnonthIsI.  from the date nf lhll Iattar.
Failure to respond within the period for response will cause the epplicatian to become abandoned. 35 U.S.C. ‘I33
Part I THE FOLLOWING ETTACHMENTISI AFIE PAFIT OF THIS MZTIDN:

T. Natlce oi References Citeu by Examlner. PTO-B92 2. D Nmlu of Informal Patent Drawing, FTD-9-in

3, :1 Name or References Cited by Apnlicanl. PTO-1449 4 D Nollce of Informal Patent Annllutlnn. Farm PTO-152

_ 5- DPerl II SUMMARY OF ACTION

_ I _.. ac _ -I. clam-u are standing In the application.

ere withdrawn from consideration.OI‘ the ab ave. eialrn:

have been cancelled. 

redr-

4‘ fiaimi I.’ ‘:2-6 I. are rlflfictad.
are nhieutad In.

 

 are subject In reetricticn nr election requiramlflt.

7. D The formal drawing; filed on are ecc¢Dla|=|l-

B. EITM drawing correction request filed on has been Depprou-ed. U_dIeIPI=Iroved.

9. D Acknuwledument la mode of the claim fur arlurlw unuar 35 U,S.C.119, The eertiiiad copy hes
Danna received. Dnat been renewed. Dunn filed In parent emzlitzatlon, serial no.

fllea on

10, Dsince this annllaatian apnear: to he in condition la-r allowance except for ferrnal matters, nroqacutlun II In Ihun rneriw I: closed In at-curclance with the practice unuer Eat Dlrll Quayle. 1935 C.D.11;d53 (LG. 213.

11. Dflther
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Serial Number 265,276
Art Unit 172 -2-

The disclosure is objected to as failing to

provide an adequate disclosure of the invention as

required by the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112. This

paragraph of the statute, requires that the

specification shall contain a written description of

the invention, and of the manner and process of making

and using it, in such full, clear, concise and exact

terms as to enable any person skilled in the art to

which it pertains, or with which it is most nearly

connected, to make and use the same, and shall set

forth the best mode contemplated by the inventor of

carrying out his invention. The journal citations on

pages 2 and 15 do not correctly cite the pages and one

reference on page 2 is incomplete. Also, on page 17,

the Gentz reference is incomplete and no earlier

citations thereof can be found.

Claims 1-10 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112,

second paragraph, as being indefinite for failing to

particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject

matter which the applicant regards as his or her

invention. The claims are indefinite as to what is

between the promoter and terminator. It appears that

either a marker or foreign replication system are

present but the language of the claims does not make

that clear.
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Serial Number 265,276
Art Unit 172 -3-

The disclosure is objected to as failing to

provide an adequate disclosure of the claimed invention

as required by the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112.

This paragraph of the statute, requires that the

specification shall contain a written description of

the invention, and of the manner and process of making

and using it, in such full, clear, concise and exact

terms as to enable any person skilled in the art to

which it pertains, or with which it is most nearly

connected, to make and use the same, and shall set

forth the best mode contemplated by the inventor of

carrying out his invention. The disclosure requires

that the various DNA sequences be in a particular order

in order for the invention to function. The claims do

not require such order. They do not specify where ir

the DNA sequence the promoter is inserted which is

essential.

Claims 23-26 are rejected under 35 U.S.C.

112, first paragraph, for the reasons set forth in the

preceding paragraphs.

Claims 23-26 are rejected under 35 U.S.C.

112, second paragraph, as being indefinite for failing

to particularly point out and distinctly claim the

subject matter which the applicant regards as his or

her invention. The claims are indefinite in the
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Serial Number 265,276
Art Unit 172 -4-

recitation of “proximal to one end". Proximal to one

end of what?

Applicants are requested to supply copies of

the journal articles cited in the specification because

they are unavailable to the examiner.

Claims 1-26 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112,

second paragraph, as being indefinite for failing to

particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject

matter which the applicant regards as his or her

invention. The claims are indefinite in the recitation

of “a replication system“. It is not clear what that

en compas SE5 .

703-557-3685/86
Esther M. Kepplinger:ab
5-15-32

g_-éflulv - _/K-use
as-man M. KEPPUNGERIOICT 5%
PRIMARY. EXAMINER
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To SEPARATE, HOLD TOP AND BOTTOM EDGES. SNAP—Ai='.iEsRT AND Discnru) cxmaon

  
 
  

 

FORM PT0892
(REV, 3-73)  

SERIAL NU. - FIOIJPART UNIT

I751

 
  

u.s. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
PATENT nun TRADEMARK oF:=|c£
  

 
 

  

  NOTICE or REFERENCES CITED ‘W’-"““"T‘5’
/

U3. PATENT Doc " ENT5

ATTACHMENT
TD

PAPER
NUMBER

DOCUMENT NO. DATE‘ NAME CLASS

EC
SUB-

CLASS
FILING DATE IF
APPROPRIATE

aaunfifinllil --1-2-— =--1--Z-jj=-fi-
FURE!GN PATENT DOCUMENTS

CLASS5! DOCUMENT ND. DATE COUNTRY NAME

Tliiill
:E:;‘"E::

l'i . .
CL “S5 owe: SPEC.

OTHER REFERENCES {Including Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages, Etc

£Ji~4'.J'2 Pmas go) -’é»7—(‘7:‘ (L33!
"i

AI-—I
J

 rT—_: jjfit Z
u

EXRMINER DATE

Q- ' ' . 5 3.5 '2?a~.
“ A cop of this referent»: is not being furnished with this office action.

{See Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, section 707.05 iaI.J
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IN THE UNITED '

In re application of

Herman Bujard E; El. Examiner: E. Keppli

l,
Serial No. 265,276 Art Unit: 172

Filed: May 20, 1981

For: CLONED HIGH SIGNAL AMENDMENT
STRENGTH PROMOTERS

-._p‘....n....-.._u-...-....u-.---..--._u-u_a-...-
San Francisco, CA 54105

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

Washington, D.C. 20231

Sir:

In response to the Office Action of June 30, 1982,

please make the following amendments:

IN THE SPECIFICATION:

/' .
Page 2. line 10, after "5" insert is - or (a

hyphen];
2’

line 11, change "I" to HHJ¢~; change “l79207“ to

hr179—2o7{,.-;
/

line 12, change "175193" to &x175—193k—;
1’

line 15, change "189193" to bwl89—1934n;

I,’
line 21, after "USA" insert 6-18:16?-17Lur.

/’
Page 14, line 22, change "restruction" to

hrrestrictioniq.
z’

Page 15, line 1, change "449545D3" to
1’ _ .

éug495-45G3b—; line 16, after "fa-protein)" insert 61and¥r.

Page 16, line 6, change "6; tje" to been thetf.
/

Page 17, line 24,-cancel "(Gents (1981), sugggi“.
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IN THE CLAIMS:

1. (amended) A linear DNA -equence having proximal

 

 

  
 

to one end a strong T5 phage promo er, proximal to the other

end a strong terminator balance with said strong T5 promoter,

and having [at least one i t ediate said promoter and

terminator of a marker for ection adjacent to said

terminator and distal fro said other end,] intermediate said

yft7)a_.promoter and terminator at leas one marker for selection__ __.__ __i‘:_____ ___

adjacent to said term‘nator(or‘a replication system foreign
to T5.

/

Claim 23, line 8, Change "systems" to Itsystemhr.

REMARKS

In View of the above amendments and the following

remarks, the Examiner is earnestly requested to withdraw the

rejections, allow Claims 1-26, and pass this application to

issue.

It is noted that the claims are free of the prior

art.

Applicants sincerely apologize for the erroneous

page numbers. This is an unfortunate result of modern

technology where miscoding for a hyphen may result in its

absence in the final copy, The appropriate hyphens have now

been introduced to indicate the page ranges. The reference

to Gentz was in error and has been deleted. A number of minor

typographical errors were noted and have now been corrected.

The incomplete citation is a reference of record and that

citation has now been incorporated into the specification.

It is therefore believed, that the minor errors noted by the

Examiner have all been corrected.
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Turning now to the claims, it is believed some

explanation will be helpful in clarifying the situation.

Claims 1-10 concern a linear DNA sequence. The terminator

appears to be an inverted repeat, so that it has no direction.

By contrast, the promoter is directional, allowing for

transcription in only one direction. The linear sequence has

the promoter near one end and the terminator near the other

end. The promoter may provide for transcription in either

direction. Thus, the gene of interest, many genes being

defined in the claims, may be a portion of the linear sequence

or may be provided by insertion between the promoter and the

terminator. When the gene is introduced by insertion, the

promoter directs transcription toward the end of the linear

sequence adjacent the promoter. When the gene of interest is

intermediate the promoter and the terminator, the promoter

directs transcription along the linear sequence toward the

terminator. Claims 1-10 require that the linear DNA sequence

either have a replication system (this will be discussed later)

or a gene foreign to the T5 phage.

It is hoped that with the change in language of

the claim, the claim is now definite and avoids the rejection.

The fact of there being a particular order or

direction is not entirely true. As indicated above, the

promoter can be pointed in either direction, which then

determines whether the gene will be inserted to join the ends

of the linear sequence or is present on the linear sequence

prior to insertion.

By contrast, Claims 11-19 are concerned Witfl

circular DNA where the direction is now important, since

downstream defines the direction of transcription. It is

believed that Claim 11 clearly defines the proper order.
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Claims 20—22 are dependent upon the circular DNA sequence

Claims 11-19.

Claim 23 again is concerned with a linear DNA

sequence. A linear sequence has two ends. Claim 23 requires

that proximal to one end in the downstream direction is a

gene. The point of the first step is the insertion of a

promoter into the linear DNA sequence to form a circular DNA

sequence. Thus, when the promoter is inserted between the

ends of the linear DNA sequence, it is followed by the gene

and the promoter defines the downstream direction. Af:er the

gene is a terminator, which is then followed by another gene,

which in turn is followed by a replication system. The purpose

of the two genes is to determine the effectiveness of the

terminator. If the terminator is ineffective, then the second

gene will he expressed. Therefore, Claim 23 provides a basis

for evaluating promoters. terminators, and their relative

effectiveness.

So far as a replication system is concerned, this

is discussed on page 5, lines 13-28. A replication system

will include an origin and any other regulatory sequences

which are necessary for binding of DNA polymerase to provide

for replication of the two DNA strands. It is believed this

language has found extensive use, see for example U.S. Patent

No. 4,237,224, and should find acceptance.

The articles referred to in the Description of the

Prior Art accompany this response, but not the dissertations,

which are believed to be of no more relevance than the published

articles.

In view of the above amendments and remarks, the

application is considered in good and proper form for allowance,

and the Examiner is earnestly requested to pass this application

to issue.
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If, in the opinion of the Examiner, a telephone

conference would expedite the prosecution of this application,

the Examiner is invited to call the undersigned attorney,

collect, at [4151 493-2590.

Respectfully submitted,

TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND

Date 36 By _/_  /
ertram I. Rowland

Reg. No. 20,015

BIB/gs

Enclosures

1. Casabadan and Cohen [1980] Q. 1. Biol. §§_:1'?9-207
2. West and Rodriguez (1930) Gene 2:175-193
3. Von Gabain and Bujard (1979) PNAS g§_§_ 1§_:1‘B9-193
4. Stuher e_t a_1. {19?8) Molec. gen. Genet. L6_§_:141-149

I heteby certify that this 4 - 1
with the United States Pnsctggmpnn mm 5 being dammedService as first I ' ‘
3" 9|'|VE¥0De addressed to: Bornmissirmer 615:: mag:
Trademarks, Washington. D.C. 2323]. an___ _$g 4..

[Date of Deposit]

T S & NSEND

D3“ “/(‘1B3' 
Bertram I. Rowland
Reg. No. 20.015
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TOWNSEND aI'Id T(}WJ'\ ' ND
Steuarl‘ Street Tower
One Market Plaza

San Franci .__\ 94105

 i-11s1s_ _

, 7 5490-35
_g I, 2 .3-' .. Docket No.» . _.

In re apfifiéfiagggg Herman Bujard et al. Date November 8. 1982

Serial No. 265,276

Filed May 20, 1981

For CLONED HIGH SIGNAL STRENGTH PROMOTERS

THE COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS & TRADEMARKS

Washington. D.C. 2023]

Sir:

Transmitted herewith is an antcndlnent in the above-identified application.

|:| No additional fee is enclosed because this application was filed prior toOctober 25. I965 Ieffective date of Public Law 89~83.)

E! No additional fee is required.
The fee has been calculated as shuwrt below.

CLAIMS AS AMENDED

{4}
CLAIMS HIGHEST NO.

REMAINING PREVIOUSLY PRESENT ADDITIONAL
AFTER PAID FOR EXTRA FEEAMENGMENT

TDTJEKL ADDITHJNAL FEE
FCIFI THIS AMENDMENT
 

" It the entrv In Column 2 is lass than the entry in Column a, writ! "O" in Column 5.
“if the "Highest Number Plaviuushr Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is loss than 1D, write 910" in this spans.

D A check in the amount of S is attached.

Charge $ 30 . 00 to Deposit AccountNo. A duplicate

copy of this sheet is enclosed.

Piease charge any additional fees or credit overpayment to Deposit Account No.
 .A duplicate copy of this sheet is enciosecl.

TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND

BertramA¥.°:Wiio\gT3T1d
Reg. No. 20 , D15

B£l§.4§5.m. 50
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In re application of

Herman Bujard E; El.

Serial No. 265,2?6

Filed: May 20, 1931

Washington, D.C. 20231

Sir:

IN THE CLAIMS:

said replication sys

29. A DNA

For: CLONED HIGH SIGNAL
STRENGTH PROMDTERS

balanced terminator, wherein s=

absence of a balanced termi =

t:~

said replication system is

IN THE UNITED STATES Pziiem AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

«-..r--_rq_a-...o~._r-—r«-..aw..a«-...v\.-«--
Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

Supplemental to the response to the Office Action

of June 30, 1982, please add the following claims.

27. A DNA sequence having

recognized by a microorganism, a ma

in downstream order of transcript’

structural gene foreign to said utrong promoter and a

a promoter which inhibits exp ession of said marker in the

28. A DNA .equence according to Claim 27, wherein

Examiner:

Art Unit:

SUPPLEMENTAL AMENDMNT

San Francisco, CA 94105

replication system

er for selection and

-n, a strong promoter, a

d strong promoter intends

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
  
 

 

 
 

E. Keppli rI

 
 
 
  

 
 
  

 

 
 
 

In View of the following remarks,

earnestly requested to add Claims 2?-29 to the subject

application and allow Claims 1-29.

18 recognized by a prokaryote.

cording to Claim 27, wherein

ecognized by a eukaryote.

REMARKS

the Examiner is

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 noes? llfioffifl ee5e?n
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support for new Claims 27-29 may be found on page

1, lines 26-30, page 2, line 38 and in the original claims.

After responding to the Office Action of June 30,

1982, upon review of the claims, it was found that their scope

did not reflect the proper breadth of the subject invention.

The subject claims are believed to be patentable

over the prior art for the following reasons. First, it had

not be appreciated previously that a strong promoter, such

as the T5 phage promoters, could inhibit cloning of a plasmid.

only with the discovery of the subject invention is it shown

that one can clone strong promoters and use either the wild

type terminator or a different terminator, where the utility

of the terminator may be determined by the method disclosed

in the subject invention. Therefore, the subject invention

now allows for the use of a variety of strong promoters with

balanced terminators for the high yield expression of struc-

tural genes of interest.

In view of the above remarks, the Examiner is

earnestly requested to enter the above amendments and pass

this application to issue.

If, in the opinion of the Examiner, a telephone

conference would expedite the prosecution of this application,

the Examiner is invited to call the undersigned attorney,

collect, at (415) 493-2590.

Respectfully submitted,

TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND

as r//3/_’ £1-—* By 4,, /
Bertram I. Rowland

Reg. No. 20,015

BIR!gs
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UNITED ST!‘-ITE5—l'.'IEPAI'lTMEl\lT (IF COMMERCE
Paten__t and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS QNID TRADEMARKS

W'asI'Ir'ngtDI'1.D.E‘.. 20231
FIRST NAMED APPLICANT
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):v'I'EL|f3'd|'x‘T
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 PAPER Numaan

DATE MAILED: '

 
  I

This is a cammunlcarinn from the axaminnr in charge of your application. N 0 3COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS

DThis anplllxgtlurl has been axamlnad. ER/uuunslvu to communication fired on I I I 3 A !___IThFs anion I: mad: Iinnl.
A shortened starurory period for response to lhis action is set to expireTrnnnthIs|I.  §VI from lh-1 dam of this latter.
Failure to respond wil|1'n-.1 the period fur respnnfie will cause the apnlication la become abandanud. 35 |..I.S.C. 133
Part I T E FOLLOWING JITTACHMENTISI AFIE PART OF THIS ACTION:

1. None» 0! Resistance: Cited by Examiner. PTO-892 2. E] Nouns at Informal Patem Drawing, F‘I'D-9-I8

:3. 1 Not-Le at Rererencescltea ny Aanlicant. PTO-.1-:49 4 D Nausea:rnsarmatI=atentAnuIIca11on.Fnrrn PTO-J52

5. C]Pan. I! SUMMARY OF ACTION

,- _.. ,1? .1. claim: an parading in tin application.

of the show. ulairns urn withdrgwn from nnnsidarninn. I

2. j clairru tau-u bourl cancallud.

3. jC1aims In allawnd. I

- — ; _..
4 E claims are rnjncrad.

5. U Clalrru Tan obiucrad In.

B_ 3 CI3in1§ T_jare subjocr to l'lsI'fIl:tI-Dfl or olacflnn ruquirornonl.

1, :] ‘rm IarrI'IaI drawinus mud on jare ancnntabll.

B. 3 Th! drawlrlq curretiion rlni-last filed on —has bowl UIDPFBVBEI. U.d|'flDP|'fl||'l|'-I-

9. E] Ackrlowladgmenr is man! oi the claim For priority under 35 U.5.C. 119. The cflrtifiad cont‘ has
Dba-en received. Drunk ham racuiu-ea. Dbeun men in Dlrifll acplication. urial no.

men an

10. Dsinca ‘his ahplication apflcars to be in condition tar aliownnce except fur formal mans-rs, pru:acI.ItIDl'I as to 1h-1 merit: I: closed in ac- |
cardancl with ma nractinu under Ex pane Quay-Ia. 1935 C.D.11;-$53 0.6. 2'13. '

11. Dcthur

r-701..-323 Ire... 7.19: 53
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SERIAL NO. 265,276
ART UNIT 172 -2-

The specification is objected to under 35

U.S.C.1l2. first paragraph, as failing to provide

support for the claimed invention. This paragraph of

the statute requires that the specification shall

contain a written description of the invention and of

the manner and process of making and using it, in such

full, clear. concise and exact terms as to enable any

person skilled in the art to which it pertains. or with

which it is most nearly connected, to make and use the

same, and shall set forth the best mode contemplated by

the inventor of carrying out his invention. The

recitation that the promoter "intends a promoter

which...terminator "is new matter since no basis can be

found for such recitation. The areas pointed out by

applicants does not provide support.

Claims 2?-29 are rejected under 35 U.S.C.

112, first paragraph, for the reasons set forth in the

objection to the specification.

Claims 2?—29 are rejected under 35 U.S.C.

112, second paragraph, as being indefinite for failing

to particularly point out and distinctly claim the

subject matter which the applicant regards as the

invention. The Claims are indefinite in the recitation

of "intends" since that is not a definite limitation.
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SERIAL N0. 265,276
ART UNIT 172 -3-

The specification is objected to under 35

U.S.C.ll2, first paragraph, as failing to provide

support the claimed invention. This paragraph of the

statute requires that the specification shall contain a

written description of the invention and of the manner

and process of making and using it, in such full,

clear, concise and exact terms as to enable any person

skilled in the art to which it pertains, or with which

it is most nearly connected, to make and use the same,

and shall set forth the best mode contemplated by the

inventor of carrying out his invention. No basis for

having the replication system intermediate the promoter

and terminator can be found.

Claims 1-10 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112,

first paragraph, for the reasons set forth in the

objection to the specification.

Claims 11-29 are rejected under 35 U.S.C.

112, second paragraph, as being indefinite for failing

to particularly point out and distinctly claim the

subject matter which the applicant regards as the

invention. The claims are indefinite in the recitation

of "a balanced terminator“. It is not clear in what

way or with what it is balanced.
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SERIAL NO. - 265,276
ART UNIT 172 -4-

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103

which forms the basis for all obviousness rejections

set forth in this Office action:

A patent may not be obtained though

the invention is not identically

disclosed or described as set forth in

section 102 of this title, if the

differences between the subject matter

sought to be patented and the prior art

are such that the subject matter as a

whole would have been obvious at the

time the invention was made to a person

having ordinary skill in the art to

which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not be negatived by

the manner in which the invention was

made.

Claims 1, 4-15, 17-22 and 27-29 are rejected

under 35 U.S.C. 103 as being unpatentable over

Casadaban et al in View of Stuber et altv}. Casadaban

et al shows analysis of promoters and terminators by

preparing plasmids containing ara promoter, promoters

such as T5, structural lac genes, a marker for

ampicillin resistance and fl terminator. The sequence

of the elements appears to be as claimed and the
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SERIAL N0. 265,276
ART UNIT 172 -5-

terminator of the reference appears to be “strong”.

Sfiiber et al teach that to prepare stable plasmids the

strength of the promoter and terminator should be

compatible. Thus, it would he obvioufi to use balanced

promoter and terminator as in Stiiber in the plasmids of

Casadaban et al for stability. The useff-arious
structural genes and replication systems for either

prokaryotes or eukaryotes would be obvious.

EKEPPLINGER:hm

763-557-3685

12/15/82 Sg r}q
ESTHER M. KEPPLINGEF
PRIMARY EXAMINER
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?'iI l-"."i.i:’.:r‘i.’ '
Tc:>wNl§ E hymn o""1'TowN 5 EN DE
Slcuarltjicel 5490-35
Om: Marl -1;’! Plaza J Amy‘ Dmket N°--
San Franc . 4105-5" __‘ _' ".§i.;Q‘ 3/11/33
(41515-13.9 “' ~ - " Dfl ‘.

In re application of HERMAN J - BUJAf€€\g§?1_ v
Serial No. 2551375

Filed 5/20/31

For CLONED HIGH SIGNAL STRENGTH PROMOTERS

THE COMMISSIONER or PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS
Washington, D.C. 20231

Sir:

Transmitted herewith is an amendment in the above-identified application.

[ ] Small entity status of this application under 37 CFR 1.9 and 1.27 has been established by a verified statement
previously submitted.

[ ] A verified statement to establish. small entity status under 3'? CFR 1.9 and 1.2‘? is enclosed.

[ ] No additional fee is required.

The fee has been calculated as shown below:
OTHER THAN A

(Col. 1} (Col. 2) (Col. 3] SMALL ENTITY SMALL ENTITY

ii’: CLAIMS HIGHEST ND.
; REMAINING __ ' PREVIOUSLY PRESENT

5‘,-'3. AFTER - .-- PAID FOR EXTRA
"33." AMENDMENT z: r . .

1
[ ] FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEP. CLAIM

 

 
ADDIT. FEE

 
* If the entry in Col. 1 is less than the entry in C01. 2, write “0” in Col. 3.

*"‘ If the “Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 20, write "20"‘ in this space.

*** If the “l-Iighest Number Previously Paid For” IN THIS SPACE is less than 3, write "3" in this space.

The "Highest Number Previously Paid For" {Total or Independent} is the highest number fourd from the equivalent
box in Co). 1 of a prior amendment or the number of claims originally filed.

[x] Please charge my Deposit Account No. 20-1430 in theamount of $ 10 DO A duplicate copy of this
sheet is attached.

 

Ix] The Commissioner is hereby authorized to ch arge payment of the following fees associated with this communication
or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 20-14 30. A duplicate copy of this sheet is attached.

Ix] Any filing fees under 37 CPR 1-16 for the presentation of extra claims.

[ ] Any patent application processing fees under 37 CPR 1.17.

TOWNSEND & TOWNSEND

--7

  
 

_mé.no.= 20.015
Attorney at Ream-.3 Bertram I. Rowland

BIR/gl
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‘.3? }_.'_L‘°- 5490-35

<T,'\\,i_V '

IN THE UNITED STA ES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE :// (:3?
In re application of

Examiner: E. K pplinger

Art Unit: 172 .

Z 7/K5/’

San Francisco, CA. 94105

Herman Bujard et a1.

Serial No. 265,276

Filed: May 20, 1981

For: CLONED HIGH SIGNAL
STRENGTH PRDMOTERS

AMENDMENT-._.-._a-...o_-._a-.1-u.-._a....o-._a-._»
Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

Washington, D.C. 20231

Sir:

In response to the Office Action dated January 3,

1983, please amend the above-referenced application as

follows:

IN THE SPECIFICATION: /
Page 4, line 33, cancel "onefourth" and substitute

therefor —-one—fourth—- .

IN THE CLAIMS: d////,»Claim 1, as amende , at line 7 before "marker"

insert —-of {1} a -- and at Line/Q before “a replication"
insert -—[2}—— .

Claim 6, line 2, change "replication system“ to --

marker-~ .

Please amend Claim 11 as follows:

11. [amen d) A circular DNA sequence having in

 

 

downstream order of t anscription a strong T5 phage promoter,

a structural gene fore n to T5 pha e u der transcriptional

control of said promote aklbalancedl terminator which is

balanced with said romot r, and a replication system. 

...I49.“-'4 03,22-2:33 :an-3527.2. 2,-o—3~2.3o ,2 103 102:9»;
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Please amend claim 27 as follows:

 
 

 2?. {Amended} A DNA sequ nce having a replication

 
 

system recognized by a microorgani- a marker for selection

 
and in downstream order of trans

a structural gene foreign to

[balanced] terminator which I b

wherein said strong promoter is characterized by substantially

 

  
  

.iption, a strong promoter,

 
strong promoter and a 

alanced with said promoter,  
 
 

 

  
 

complete absence 9; [inten-— a promoter which inhibits]

expression of said marker in the absence of a [balanced]

 

 
terminator which i§_ba1a-ced with said promoter.

| Elease add new claim 30 as follows:
30 . A DNA sequence aucording to claim 27, wherein said

  
  
 

  
expression of said marke :t a frequency of less than

at which the structural gene about one-fourth the freq 
is expressed and said .r er is under transcriptional  
control of said promote .

REMARKS

Claims 1-29 were examined and rejected. The

rejections were based both on 35 U.S.C. 112, first and

second paragraphs, and on the prior art. Each of the rejections

will be discussed in order below.

Claims 1, 6, and 27 have been amended. New Claim

30 has been added. Re—examination and reconsideration of

the Claims, as amended, are requested.

Claims 27-29, added by the amendment dated

November 8, 1982, were rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, first

paragraph, as lacking support in the specification. Specifically,

the rejection states that the definition of "strong" promoter

as one "which inhibits expression of said marker in the

absence of a balanced terminator" lacks support. Applicants

traverse this rejection. At page 1, lines 26—30, it is

clearly stated that "strong" promoters, when inserted into a

2
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vector. prevent expression of markers on the vector. Further

support is found at page 2, line 37 through page 3, line 2

where it is disclosed that inclusion of a balanced terminator

allows expression of the marker. Based on this disclosure,

one skilled in the art could identify "strong" promoters

based on their ability to inhibit expression of markers on

vectors which lack balanced terminators. Applicants

respectfully request that this rejection be withdrawn.

As to the rejection of Claims 27-29 under

35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph. the definition of "strong"

promoter has been amended in Claim 27 to avoid any possible

ambiguity in the language.

Claims 1-10 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112.

first paragraph, as lacking sufficient support in the specification

In particular, the Examiner stated that there was no basis

for claiming that the replication system was "intermediate"

the promoter and terminator.

Applicants believe that this rejection results

from a misunderstanding of the intended coverage of claim 1.

Claim 1 is directed specifically at a linear DNA segment,

such as that described on page 4, line 4 through page 5,

line 28 of the specification. Such a linear segment includes

a promoter and a terminator adjacent its opposite ends. The

promoter in one orientation (the.replication system being

present on the linear segment} is oriented to define a

direction of transcription away from the terminator so that

a structural gene of interest may be joined to each end of

the linear Segment, whereby the gene will be under the

regulatory control of the promoter. Thus, the portion of

the segment "intermediate" the promoter and terminator in

the linear sequence will not be under the regulatory control

of the promoter in the constructed plasmid. This region

provides a convenient region for carrying a marker for
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selection or a replication system, or both. Such a DNA

segment is particularly useful for constructing cloning

vehicles for a wide variety of structural genes. Where the

marker is present, the promoter may be in either direction,

where the structural gene of interest may be introduced to

be in tandem with the marker or together with a replication

system may serve to join the two ends.

The construct and its use may be formulized as

follows:
av

[1] {a} -P—M—T-

where P is the promoter and the arrow indicates

the direction of transcription;

M is a marker;

T is a terminator: and

R is the replication system. when the ends are

joined to form a plasmid, the following constructions can be

made: where G is the structural gene of interest:
4

from {1} (a) EP-G-M-T3

from (1) {hi Es-‘:3-M-T3

I-

from [2] FG-P-R—T:

Claim 1 has been amended to more clearly define

the linear DNA sequence as just described. Claim 6 has been

amended to conform with claim 1, as amended. Applicants

submit that the rejection of claims 1-10 under 35 U.S.C. 112

has been overcome.
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Claims 11-29 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112,

second paragraph, as being indefinite in the recitation of

the term “a balanced terminator."

Claims 11 and 2? have been amended to recite “a

terminator which is balanced with the promoter" rather than

a “balanced terminator." Such terminators are clearly

defined in the specification. At page 4, lines 31-34, it is

stated that the terminator is balanced when expression of a

downstream marker occurs with a frequency not greater than

about one-fourth of the expression of the gene upstream from

the terminator. Moreover, the method described from page

10, line 37 through page 11, line 31 of the specification is

directed specifically at a technique for selecting balanced

promoterxterminator pairs. Applicants submit that Claims 11

and 27 now described the nature of the "balanced" terminator

with sufficient particularity.

Claims 12-22 and 23-29 dependent on Claims 11 and

27, also avoid the 35 U.S.C. 112 rejections for the reasons

just set forth.

Applicants do not understand the rejection of

Claims 23-26 based on the recitation of "a balanced terminator."

None of said claims 23-26 employ that language. since no

other rejections were Stated relative to claims 23-26,

applicants believe that claims 23-26 should now be in condition

for allowance.

For the above reasons, applicants submit that the

formal rejections under 35 U.S.C. 112 have been overcome.

The prior art rejections will now be discussed.

Before discussing the prior art rejections and

cited references in detail, however, a brief explanation of
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the present invention is in order. The present invention

provides balanced regulatory systems capable of strong

expression of a wide variety of structural and other genes.

The regulatory systems are characterized by a strong promoter

in conjunction with a strong (balanced) terminator. In

particular, the present invention is able to utilize the

strong promoters of bacteriophage T5 which have heretofore

not been useful in constructing vectors for expression of

foreign genes. The present invention successfully uses such

promoters by assuring that the strong promoters are matched

with a balanced terminator, as defined in the specification.

In the absence of a balanced terminator, expression of the

genes on the vector is not observed.

The present invention relies on a novel method for

selecting balanced terminators to allow for construction of

the claimed linear segments and plasmids. The method is

best described beginning at the end of page 10 of the specificatio

and continuing on page 11. After selecting a promoter or

terminator having a known activity, e.g. a strong promoter

such as the T5 promoter, a plasmid can be constructed having

a first marker upstream of the terminator and a second

marker immediately downstream. By determining the relative

proportion of expresssion of the first and second markers,

the relative strength of the promoter and terminator can be

assessed. Using a known strong promoter, a weak terminator

results in diminished expression of both gene markers." A

strong terminator, however, provides a much higher relative

expression of the gene marker upstream of the terminator

compared to that downstream of the terminator.

None of the prior art cited by the Examiner either

teaches or suggests such a method for selecting balanced
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promoter/terminator pairs or the resulting DNA sequences

which utilize such pairs.

Casadahan and Cohen, the primary reference, teaches

a method for identifying DNA fragments which include either

prmoters or terminators, but which does not determine their

relative strengths. The prior art method relies on inserting

the DNA fragments into a construct comprising the egg promoter

and the lag structural gene on a plasmid. The Egg promoter

is inducible, and when it is turned on, the DNA construct

can.be used to determine whether the inserted DNA segment

acts as a terminator. Expression of the lag gene is greatly

reduced if the inserted fragment includes a terminator.

When the are promoter is turned off, the DNA construct can

be used to determine if the inserted segment acts as a

promoter. Since the Era promoter is inactive, expression of

the lag gene will be dbserved only if the inserted fragment

includes a promoter.

The Examiner apparently relies on page 191 of the

article where it is disclosed that-a §indIII fragment of

bacteriophage T5, when inserted into the cloning vehicle

just described, provides expression of the lag gene when the

E53 promoter is turned off. While the particular fragments

inserted may have included the strong "early" promoters of

the T5 phage (as claimed herein), at least some of the

inserted fragments would have included the T5 terminator as

well as the promoter, and expression of the l§5_gene could

have resulted from read through past the T5 terminator.

fiigdlll digestion of T5 results in fragments ranging from

2.0kb to about 17.2kb (§§§ Von Gabian and Bujard, Table 1},

which fragments are sufficiently large to include both the

promoter and terminator. The fragments inserted in the
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vector pLEU3 in the Experimental section of the present

invention, however, had an average length of about 200 base

pairs and could not have included both a promoter and matched

terminator.

Regardless of the origin of the strong terminator,

the article of Casadaban and Cohen nowhere teaches the

criticality of providing a terminator which is balanced with

the strong promoter, e.g. the T5 promoter. In fact, the

observed expression of the lag gene would suggest to one

skilled in the art that a balanced terminator is unnecessary

since Casadaban and Cohen took no steps to assure its

presence. As explained above, such expression based on the

above results and their interpretation was most likely the

fortuitous result of simultaneously introducting a T5 terminator

on the same fragment as the promoter, which allowed read

through expression of the lag gene.

The Examiner relies on the article by Stuber and

Bujard to teach the inclusion of a balanced terminator in

the DNA sequences of Casadaban and Cohen. The basis for

this teaching, however, is a single sentence at the end of

the article which states that the authors "have strong

indications that for plasmid stability the signal strength

of the promoters and terminators have to be compatible.“

There is no indication of what is meant by "compatible," nor

is there any suggestion of how such compatibility might be

assessed. Applicants submit that such a vague suggestion

would hardly teach one skilled in the art how to construct

the DNA sequences and Plasmids of the present invention

where suitable promoters and terminators may be indentified

by a specific procedure. The statement is an intuitive

prognostication, an invitation to research, not a basis for

rejection.
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I As described above, Claim 1 has been amended to

more clearly set forth the linear DNA sequence of the present

invention. The sequence comprises a strong T5 promoter at

one end and a terminator which balanced with the T5 promoter

at the other end. Either an origin of replication or a

marker for selection is included intermediate the promoter

and terminator. This linear DNA sequence is particularly

useful for providing the strong expression of a wide variety

of structural genes compatible with the T5 promoter. In the

typical case where the sequence includes both a marker and

an origin of replication, it is necessary only to insert the

structural gene in the proper orientation to obtain the

expression vector.

Applicants submit that the structure of Claim 1,

as amended, is nowhere taught or suggested by the cited

prior art. Casadaban and Cohen do not consider DNA fragments

where the T5 promoter is located at one end and there is a

marker and/or a replication system on the fragment. More

importantly, Casadaban and Cohen do.not teach the criticality

of providing a balanced terminator. Even when combined with

the suggestion of Stuber and Bujard, there is no enabling disclosure

as to how one would select such a terminator and provide the

DNA structure as claimed, nor is there any reason to prepare

the claimed fragment.

Claims 2-10, dependent on Claim 1, are also allowable

for the reasons just set forth.

Claim 11 is directed at a circular DNA sequence

including in order of transcription, a strong T5 promoter, a

structural gene foreign to the TS phage, a terminator which

is balanced with the promoter, and a replication system.

Claim 11 has been amended to provide that the structured

gene is under transcriptional control of the strong T5

promoter. For the reasons given earlier, the structure

taught by Casadaban and Cohen is clearly excluded.
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Claims 12-22, dependent on claim 11, are also

allowable for the reasons just set forth.

Claim 23 is directed at the method for determining

the strength of a promoter as described above. These

claims were not rejected based on the art. Moreover, the

rejection under 35 U.S.C. l12 appears inapposite. For these

reasons, applicants assume that claims 23-26 are now in

condition for allowance.

Finally, claim 27 is directed at a DNA sequence

including a strong promoter {not limited to the strong T5

promoters} and a balanced terminator. Applicants submit

they are entitled to such patent protection based on the

advances they have made over the prior art. Although

others may have suggested that there might be a need for

providing balanced promoter/terminator pairs, applicants

herein are the first to provide a method for matching a

balanced terminator with any desired strong promoter in

order to provide an expression vector capable of enhanced

expression of an inserted structural gene, as well as estab-

lishing that such need exists.

New claim 30 has been added to provide additional

description of the balance between the terminator and the

promoter. Support for the amendment is found on page 4,

lines 30-35 of the specification.

In View of the above amendments and remarks, the

Examiner is earnestly requested to withdraw the rejections

and pass this application to issue.

If, in the opinion of the Examiner, a telephone

conference would expedite prosecution of this application,

10
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the Examiner is invited to telephone the undersigned attorney

at [415} 493-2590.

Respectfully submitted,

TOWN SEND and TOWNSEND

Date: I By,“
owlend

Reg. No. 20,015

  

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposiied

with the United State; Ptusraé Service as Hrsi cilaass mail inan envelope address 0: ummissime Luis and
Trademarks, wasmngmn. BL. 2023:. on 5/°i1j§3

mate '-i E-e-scan)

T0 9 "usar-:0 
Date 3/11/33 ,_ __......_____

‘— Name Bertram I. Rowlan
20 , 01

Reg. No. 5
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i;:oii.iii.iissicm'ei=i or PATENTS-AND'TFlADEMAfil<$

fJTl1is application has been examined Eésporrsive to communication filed on 3 i 3 [:jThis action is made iii-ial.

A shortened statutory period for response to this action is set to expire 3 monthisi, mthe date oi’ this letter.
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Serial No. 265,2?6 -2-

Art Unit 172

The specification is objected to under 35

U.S.C.112, first paragraph, as failing to provide support

for the invention as now claimed. This paragraph of the

statute requires that the specification shall contain a

written description of the invention and of the manner and

process of making and using it, in such full, clear, concise

and exact terms as to enable any person skilled in the art

to which it pertains, or with which it is most nearly

connected, to make and use the same, and shall set forth the

best mode contemplated by the inventor of carrying out his
N-«‘— u-tad-_iun

invention. The invention that the "promoter is

characterized by....in the absence of a termination which is

balanced with said promoter" is not supported by the

specification. Applicants paint to portions of the

specification as basis.Hdequate support is not found there,

however, since the components of the first vector are not

made clear nor is the reason for lack of expression of the

marker.

Claims 27-29 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112,

first paragraph, for the reasons set forth in the objection

to the specification.

Claims 1-22 an§27-30 are rejected under 35 U.S.C.

112, second paragraph, as being indefinite for failing to

particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject
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Serial No. 265,276 -3-

Art Unit 172

matter which the applicant regards as the invention. The

claims are indefinite in the recitation of a terminator

which is "balanced with said promoter". It is not clear in

what way they are balanced. Recitation that they are

balanced to allow a particular amount of marker transcribed

would obviate the rejection. For example, the recitation on

page 4, lines 31-35 would be sufficient.

The specification is objected to under 35

U.S.C.112, first paragraph, as failing to provide support

for the claimed invention. This paragraph of the statute

requires that the specification shall contain a written

description of the invention and of the manner and process

of making and using it, in such full, clear, concise and

exact terms as to enable any person skilled in the art to

which it pertains, or with which it is most nearly

connected, to make and use the same, and shall set forth the

best mode contemplated by the inventor of carrying out his

invention. There is no basis for having the replication‘

system intermediate the promoter and terminator on a linear

piece of DNA. Applicant's arguments have been noted but the

issue can best be resolved by applicants pointing out er

portions of the specification providing the support.

Claims 1-10 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112,

first paragraph, for the reasons set forth in the objection

to the specification.
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Serial NO. 265,276 -4-

Art Unit 172

The specification is objected to under 35

U.S.C.l12, first paragraph, as failing to provide an

enabling disclosure. This paragraph of the statute requires

that the specification shall contain a written description

of the invention and of the manner and process of making and

using it, in such full, clear, concise and exact terms as to

enable any person skilled in the art to which it pertains,

or with which it is most nearly connected, to make and use

the same, and shall set forth the best mode contemplated by

the inventor of carrying out his invention. The

specification does not disclose what terminators may be

utilized to balance the promoter or what terminators of known

strength may be used. It would require an undue amount of

experimentation for one skilled in the art to determine which

terminators would function in the invention. It appears.

that only the terminator of the coliphage §§_genome is

disclosed which is not basis for the broad recitation.

Claims 1-50 are rejected under 35 u.s.c. 112,

first paragraph, for the reasons set forth in the objection

to the specification.

Claims 1-30 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112,

second paragraph, as being indefinite for failing to

particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject

matter which the applicant regards as the invention.
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Serial No. 265,276 -5—

Art Unit 172

The claims are indefinite in the recitation of "terminator".

It is clear what they are a terminator of. It is a

transcription terminator?

Claims 23-26 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112,

second paragraph, as being indefinite for failing to

particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject

matter which the applicant regards as the invention.

The claims are indefinite in that they do not clearly recite

where the promoter is inserted into the linear DNA which is

essential to the invention.

Claims 23-26 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112,

second paragraph, as being indefinite for failing to

particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject

matter which the applicant regards as the invention.

The claims are confusing since the preamble recites

determination of the strength of a promoter but no positive

determination step is recited.

The specification is objected to under 35

U.S.C.ll2, first paragraph, as failing to provide an

adequate written description of the invention. This

paragraph of the statute requires that the specification

shall contain a written description of the invention and of

the manner and process of making and using it, in such full,

clear, concise and exact terms as to enable any person

skilled in the art to which it pertains, or with which it is
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Serial No. 265,276 -6-

Art Unit 172

most nearly connected, to make and use the same, and shall

set forth the best mode contemplated by the inventor of

carrying out his invention. The Specification requires a

particular sequence of components for the invention to

function and such order must be clearly recited. The claims

only limit the position of the gene.

Claims 23-26 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 1l2,

first paragraph, for the reasons set forth in the objection

to the specification.

The specification is objected to under 35

U.S.C.l12, first paragraph, as failing to provide an

enabling disclosure. This paragraph of the statute requires

that the specification shall contain a written description

of the invention and of the manner and process of making and

using it, in such full, clear, concise and exact terms as to

enable any person skilled in the art to which it pertains,

or with which it is most nearly connected, to make and use

the same, and shall set forth the best mode contemplated by

the inventor of carrying out his invention. The

specification discloses only T5 phage strong promoters and

it would require an undue amount of experimentation for one

skilled in the art to determine other promoters which could

be utilised.

Claims 27-30 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. ll2,

first paragraph, for the reasons set forth in the objection

to the specification.
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Serial No. 255,276 -7-

Art Unit 172

The specification is objected to under 35

U.S.C.1l2, first paragraph, as failing to provide an

enabling disclosure. This paragraph of the statute requires

that the specification shall contain a written description

of the invention and of the manner and process of making and

using it, in such full, clear, concise and exact terns as to

enable any person skilled in the art to which it pertains,

or with which it is most nearly connected, to make and use

the same, and shall set forth the best mode contemplated by

the inventor of carrying out his invention. Although the

specification mentions a replication system for eukaryotes,

no example or specific disclosures of Such are given and

the specification is therefore non—enabling for such

recitation. It would require an undue amount of

experimentation to discover systems and ways of placing such

components into a vector for insertion in a eukaryotic

system.

Claims 10, 13-17, 19, 21, 22 and 29 are rejected

under 35 U.S.C. 112, first paragraph, for the reasons set

forth in the objection to the specification.

The specification is objected to under 35

U.S.C.1l2, first paragraph, as failing to provide an

enabling disclosure- This paragraph of the statute requires

that the specification shall contain a written description
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Serial No. 265,276 -8-

Art Unit 172

\._

of the invention and of the manner and process of making and

using it, in such full, clear, concise and exact terms as to

enable any person skilled in the art to which it pertains,

or with which it is most nearly connected. to make ard use

the same, and shall set forth the best mode contemplated by

the inventor of carrying out his invention. The

specification does not adequately show determining the

strength of a promoter as claimed. It is not clear that one

skilled in the art could perform the invention as claimed.

The disclosure does not show measuring unknown promoters of

assay their strength.

Claims 23-25 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112,

first paragraph, for the reasons set forth in the objection

to the specification.

The followino is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103

which forms the basis for all obviousness rejections

set forth in this Office action:

A patent may not be obtained though

the invention is not identically

disclosed or described as set forth in

section 102 of this title, if the

differences between the subject matter

sought to be patented and the prior art

are such that the subject matter as a

whole would have been obvious at the
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Serial No. 265,275 -9-

Art Unit l72

time the invention was made to a person

having ordinary skill in the art to

which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not he negatived by

the manner in which the invention was

made.

Claims 11-30 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103 as

being unpatentable over Casahadan et al. Casabadan et al

show analysis of promoters and terminators by preparing

plasmids containing promoters {are or T5), structural lac

genes, a marker for ampicillin resistance and a terminator

in a sequence as claimed. The terminator in a sequence as

claimed. The terminator appears to be "balanced" with the

promoter since the gene and marker are expressed. The

replacement of one promoter for another in Casadaban et al
reads on the method of claims 23-26.

Applicants urge that Casadaban et al nowhere

teaches the criticality of providing a terminator which is

balanced with the strong promoter. The use of such

ambiguous language is insufficient to establish a difference

over the reference.

Applicants urge that the circular DNA of claim 11

distinguishes over Casadaban et al. Applicants use unclear

terms at their point of novelty, however and thus no

difference is seen.
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Serial No. 265,275 -10-

Art Unit 172

Applicant urge that no prior art shows a strong

promoter and balanced terminator as in claim 27. The claims

do not distinguish over Casadaban et al, however, by

reciting such relative and indefinite terms as "strong" and

"balanced".

KEPPLINGER:sab

(703) 557—3o32 ESTHER M. KEPPLINGER

ERIMARY EXAMINER5-2-83
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Examiner: E. Ke plinger
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Art Unit: 174

AMNDMENT

San Francisco, CA 94105

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

Washington, D.C. 20231

Sir:

In response to the Office Action of June 20, 1983,

please make the following amendments:

IN THE CLAIMS:

1D

1. {thriae amended)

 

A linear DNA sequence

having proximal to on; end a strong T5 phage promoter,

proximal to the other rnd a strong transcrigtional

terminator balanced wit» said strong T5 promoter, and having

intermediate said promotsr and terminator at least one of

{1} a marker for selectio

{2} a replication system

adjacent to said terminator or

ureign to T5, wherein the

direction of said -romoter is awa from said terminator and

Said marker is ex-ressed at a fre-uenc_ of less than about

one—fourth the freouenc of . structural -ene under the

transcriytional control of sa d gromoter and bridninq said

linear DNA se-uence to -rovide a circular DNA seouence.

/

Claim 11, line 4, after "promoter, a" insert

Entranscriptional4«.
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$4: {amended} A circular DNA sequence aoeerdfinmr

 4wFr3yé§aving a marker for selectionI
1: . . .

downstream from said terminator wherein said marker is

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 ex ressed at a fre uenc of less than about one—fourth the

fre uenc of which the structural ene is ex ressed and is 

 under transcri tional control of said romoter.

I

g? {amended} A method for determining the
strength of a promoter which comprises:

inserting said promoter into a linear DNA sequence

 having in the downstream direction for ex ression proximal

to one endi [in the downstream direction for transcription]

a gene allowing for detection of expression; a

transcrigtional terminator of known strength: a marker

allowing for determination of expression; and a replication

system recognized by a predetermined host; whereby a

circular DNA sequence is obtained:

transforming said host with said circular DNA

sequence; [and]

growing said host in nutrient medium under

conditions allowing for determination of the extent of

expression of said gene and said marker; and

determinin the stren th of said romoter is

determined bx the relative degree of transcrigtion of said

gene and said marker.

  
27. {twice mended} A DNA sequence having a
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with said promo er, wherein said strong promoter is

characterized by uhstantially complete absence of 

expression of said arker in the absence of a terminator;

 

 

 

and is at a fre uen of less than about one—fourth the

 at which th structural ene is ex ressed and said

marker is under transc

/
Cancel Claim 30.

tional control of said

 
romoter.

REMARKS

In View of the above amendments and the following

remarks, the Examiner is earnestly requested to withdraw the

rejections, allow Claims 1-29, the only claims under

consideration, and pass this application to issue.

A sincere effort has been made to avoid the

rejections under 35 USC 112. However, it appears that

applicants‘ discussion in the previous response has been

inadequate to explain the subject invention. As the

Examiner is aware, the promoter is the site for binding of

RNA polymerase. Downstream from the promoter sequence is

the Pribnow box, which appears to designate a base

downstream from the Pribnow box for transcriptional

initiation. The theory of strong and weak promoters appears

to involve the binding efficiency of RNA polymerase to the

promoter site. By contrast, the terminator is usually

distant from the promoter, downstream from the structural

gene, and involves an inverted repeat, so that a single

strand can bind to itself to provide for self—hybridization

and looping out. The terminator structure may have

additional complexities. Its function is to stop the RNA

83
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polymerase, so that transcription ends at a site upstream

from the terminator.

It is not apparent that a promoter acts like a

slingshot. Why the nature of the promoter should affect the

terminator efficiency is not at all clear. However, it was

found that where one had a strong promoter, such as a T5

phage promoter, and used a terminator from a different

source, which terminator turned out to be a "weak"

terminator, no expression of a marker was observed.

Therefore, one could not select for a plasmid in which this

construct existed.

For whatever reason, in the absence of a balanced

terminator, a transcript or messenger RNA capable of

translation was not obtained. This observation was first

made by the subject inventors. (This will be discussed

subsequently.) Therefore, as a first aspect of

patentability, the subject inventors were the first to

recognize the existence of the problem. Secondly, because

one does not obtain transcription, there would appear to be

no obvious reason. Inoperability can be due from a wide

variety of sources. It was the subject inventors‘ insight

to realize that the problem might lie with the terminator.

Therefore, by changing the 3'—non—coding end of the sequence

to include a strong terminator, coupled with a strong

promoter, expression of the marker was now achieveable.

Based on this observation and the observation that a

terminator could be leaky, the subject inventors then

conceived of the idea that by placing a marker downstream

from the terminator, one could obtain transcription of a

structural gene at a high level of transcription and

transcription of a marker at a substantially reduced level.
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In many situations this is desirable, since the marker and

structural gene can be produced concomitantly and the

desired product produced at a much higher level than the

marker.

Applicants, who are respected academicians at

recognized universities, state on page 1, lines 26ff, "It

was found that when introducing a strong promoter into a

vector and employing the resulting plasmid for

transformation, one could not select transformants based on

expression of markers which allowed for selection." This is

their observation and it is believed that in the absence of

reasons for the Examiner to doubt such observation, the

Examiner should take the observation at face value.

Furthermore, in the Experimental section, that part

beginning on page 16, line 27, the manner of using the

subject invention to analyze for strong promoters is

described. The plasmid pLBU3 was prepared, having a

structural gene downstream from a restriction site into

which a promoter could be inserted, which structural gene

complemented an auxotrophic host, which lacked &—gal

activity. The plasmid had the fd terminator and downstream

from the fd terminator, a tet gene, which provided

tetracycline resistance. The T5 phage was digested with two

endonucleases and the various fragments screened for

promoters. One plasmid pGBU207 {page 1?, line 25] was

chosen for further analysis. Finally, it is indicated that

the plasmid pGPU207 was shown to have a promoter which

appeared to be different from P25 and P26, described

previously, but had similar signal strength.

It is submitted that Claims 27-29 are clearly

supported by the specification. There is no reason to doubt
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the statement made by the inventors, nor is it considered

necessary that applicants provide a declaration or further

evidence of the correctness of their statement based on

their observations. For the reasons given above, the

Examiner is earnestly requested to withdraw the rejection of

Claims 27-29.

Claim 1 has been amended. as well as other claims,

to include the limitation which the Examiner suggested,

support for which appears on page 4, lines 31-35. The

additional amendment to Claim 1 finds support on page 4,

lines 4-10 and 18-20.

There is the additional amendment, which indicates

that the promoter is directed away from the terminator in

the linear DNA. The fact that the promoter is directed away

from the terminator and the linear segment follows from the

discussion beginning at page 4, line 13. Since the promoter

is directed toward the terminator "when the signal sequences

are joined" intends that the structural gene which serves to

join the promoter and balanced terminator is in the

direction of transcription. Since the language is clearly.

inherent in the language of the specifiication, it is well

established that support for language in the claim may be

supplied by its inherency in the specification.

For better understanding of the above discussion,

the Examiner's attention is directed to the Figure. Please

consider the structural of the plasmid pLBUl. In that

plasmid, the promoter, indicated by the black box, is

directed toward the terminator, indicated by the black

diamond. If one now cleaved the plasmid at the flindltl site

intermediate the promoter and the terminator, the promoter
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would now be directed away from the terminator on the linear

DNA segment.

The rejection of Claims 1-22 and 27-30 under 35

USC 112 has been avoided by amendment as suggested by the

Examiner.

The rejection of Claims 1-10 under 35 USC 112 for

failing to support having a replication system intermediate

the promoter and terminator is respectfully traversed. The

Examiner's attention is once again directed to the Figure

and the plasmid pLBU1. Again, let us assume that the

gipdlll site is cleaved. Based on the description of the

plasmid, the replication system is now intermediate the

promoter and terminator. Therefore, in the linear DNA

segment, all that is indicated is that the linear DNA

segment provides a convenient portable DNA sequence which

has all the necessary elements for controlled expression of

a structural gene.

There is clearly language in support of such

sequence on page 4, lines 4-10. ‘In that paragraph, the

linear DNA sequence is indicated as being useful to be

bridged by a structural gene which results in a plasmid. A

plasmid is an extrachromosomal element capable of

independent replication. On page 5, line 18, it is stated

that, "The above DNA sequence construct will have a

replicating system. . . ." Furthermore, on page 12, line

24, a Vector is described having a competent replication

system and a unique restriction site between a T5 promoter

and a terminator. Upon cleavage at the unique restriction

site, the result would be a linear DNA fragment having a

competent replication system intermediate the promoter and

terminator. As already discussed, the Figure also supports
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this construction. It is therefore submitted, that

applicants have ample support for this structure.

The rejection of Claims 1-30 under 35 USC 112 is

respectfully traversed. The rejection is based on the

allegation that it would require undue experimentation to

determine other terminators. First, quite clearly, the

terminators of the T5 phage could be used. since it is known

that the T5 phage is in fact capable of replication.

Secondly. undue experimentation requires a very large class

without any direction as to selection. That is not true in

the present situation. Strong promoters will be involved

with structural genes which are required in relatively high

proportions for an organism. Therefore, one would look to

those structural genes and their transcriptional regulatory

sequences for strong promoters and strong terminators.

Furthermore, the subject invention provides for an easy way

to screen these regulatory sequences. Under the

circumstances, it is submitted that it is not undue

experimentation to provide for screening for a promoter,

where applicants have shown a number of different strong

promoters.

Under the applicable law as stated in Tabuchi et

al. v. Nubel et al., 194 USPQ 521 [CCPA 1977}, reasonable

experimentation is permitted. So long as guidelines are

provided, and one can expect success within a reasonable

class, this degree of experimentation is permissible. It is

submitted that the law recognizes the level of

experimentation provided for in the subject application as

being acceptable.
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The rejection of Claims 1-30 under 35 USC ;12 for

failing to define the terminator as a transcriptiona;

determinator has been avoided.

The rejection of Claims 23-26 under 35 USC 112 is

respectfully traversed- This rejection is based on the

failure to indicate Where the promoter is inserted. It

would appear that the Examiner has overlooked the limitation

at the end of the second paragraph which indicates that a

circular DNA sequence is obtained. Thus, the insertion acts

as a bridge and it therefore inserted between the two ends

of the linear DNA. The Examiner is respectfully requested

to withdraw this rejection.

The next rejection is of Claims 23-26 under 35 USC

112. This rejection is based on the failure to specify the

specific determination step. Claim 23 has been amended to

provide the determination step. Support for the new

language may be found on page 11, lines 16-19. The

rejection having been avoided, the Examiner is earnestly

requested to withdraw this rejection.

The next rejection is of Claims 23-26 for failure

to indicate the particular sequence of components. The

promoter component has already been discussed as to its

position. The amendment of Claim 23 has provided the

original intention ensuring that the proper order is now

provided. Applicants thank the Examiner for bringing the

indefiniteness to applicants‘ attorney's attention.

The rejection of Claims 27-30 under 35 USC 112

because of undue experimentation is respectfully traversed.

Applicants are the first to recognize the phenomenon which

is provided for in Claim 2?, namely the requirement of a

balanced terminator with a strong promoter. Furthermore,
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applicants now provide for a marker for selection which is

downstream from the terminator, which construction is novel

and has utility, as has been discussed above. The fact that

applicants have used the strongest known prokaryotic

promoters does not mean that this invention should be

limited to the specific promoters actually exemplified by

applicants. As already indicated, strong promoters are

known, since they are almost always present in association

with products which are expressed in large amounts or high

rates by a host. Therefore, there are a large number of

promoters which can he used, particularly viral promoters,

which are in many cases known to be strong.

The Examiner's rejection of eukaryotic replication

systems in Claims 10, 13-17, 19, 21, 22 and 29 is

respectfully traversed. The Examiner is well aware that

working exemplification is not required. The Examiner has

given no reason other than the absence of such working

exemplification to reject the subject claims. In the

absence of a basis for believing the subject invention is

inoperative in eukaryotes, the Examiner is earnestly

requested to withdraw this rejection.

The rejection of Claims 23-25 for not adequately

showing how to determine strength of the promoter is

traversed for the reasons already discussed. Specifically,

applicants did exactly that with T5 phage promoters. The

Examiner is therefore respectfully requested to withdraw

this rejection.

The next rejection appears to be to Claims 11-30,

but applicants will treat this rejection as Claims 1-30

based on 35 USC 103, over Casadaban and Cohen. I am sure it

does not escape the Examiner's notice, that one of the

10
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coinventors of the subject application is a coauthor of that

article. Furthermore, another coinventor Bujard, also

appears prominently in the article. If one looks at the

discussion on page 194, certain things are evident. On an

insertion of T5 phage fragments into the construction

described in the article, only one fragment was found to be

useful. Of the three hybrid plasmids, the authors state:

“All three hybrid plasmids contained identical
§indIII—generated fragments, one of which was the
same size as the vector plasmid. . . and the other

was the size of T5 §igdIII fragment number 1; or
12, which were not resolved in our gels of
HindIII-cleaved T5 DNA. Since no other T5

fragment capable of promoter activity was isolated
in three separate experiments. it seems likeLy
that either the other fragments lack a promoter in
the appropriate relationship to a gindlll cleavage
site to accomplish expression of lag, or that the
presence of such a fragment from the virulent T5

phage is lethal to non-infected E. coli."

It would appear that it was this observation that is the

basis for the statement on page 1 of the subject

application. Namely, where one uses a strong promoter, one

does not observe transcription. The strong promoter

interferes with transcription of the marker, so that

expression is not observed. In contrast, when the promoter

and terminator are balanced, transcription is obtained and

expression of the lag gene is observed. It should be

further noted, that the correct explanation was not

suggested in this article.

What conclusions can one come to? First, the

promoter which was observed from T5 is unlikely and based on

the present invention, cannot be a strong promoter. The

Examiner of course realizes that there must be a large

number of promoters in T5 phage, since one speaks of

promoters 25 and 26. Under the circumstances, since the

promoter observed by Casadaban and Cohen was successful in

11
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providing expression, based on the present invention, it

cannot be termed a strong promoter. The fact is, that the

other promoters did not allow for expression and it is these

promoters, such as P25 and P26, and the promoter of the

subject invention, which prevented transcription. It seems

very unlikely in view of the results of the digestion of T5

DNA with flgelll and glui, which produced a large number of

promoters, that the observation in the article of failure to

obtain transcription other than with a single promoter, is

based on the fact that flindlll is somehow special and

inhibits all the other promoters from being in the right

position to provide for transcription.

Based on the above discussion, it is evident that

Casadaban and Cohen do not suggest the subject invention,

rather they lead away from it. Their observation of an

early T5 promoter (see page 194}, suggests that the promoterh

is not a strong one as defined by the subject application

and therefore does not suggest the subject invention. Since

all the claims in the subject application are concerned with

strong promoters and it was only by the observation that a

strong promoter must be coupled with a balanced terminator,

that the strong promoters were isolated and characterized,

it is believed that the rejection over the prior art should

be withdrawn.

So far as the unclear language, admittedly the

claims are not in the mathematical precision that applicants

would like. However, the subject invention does not readily

lend itself to such mathematical precision. Rather, it is

based on an observation that in certain situations where a

promoter is introduced into a vector, which has a terminator

not normally associated with the promoter, transcription is

12
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not observed. However, where one provides for a terminator

which is balanced with the promoter and the promoter is a

strong one, termination is observed. The invention being

based on this observation, one must use terminology such as

strong and weak, balanced and unbalanced. Based on the

application disclosure and the specific description of

strong terminators and strong promoters, it is believed that

the language is sufficiently clear and definite to allow a

person skilled in the art to understand the invention and

What is claimed. Furthermore, to the extent that the claimsl

require a marker downstream from the terminator which is

under the transcriptional control of the promoter upstream

from the terminator, these constructions are novel and

provide for a novel result. So far as a means for measuring

strength of promoters, the fact that promoters and

terminators needed to be balanced was not known until the

subject invention. The subject invention provides for a

means for measuring balanced terminators and promoters, as

well as the strength of the promoter and terminator, and the

inventors should be allowed to claim this discovery.

In view of the above amendments and remarks, the

application is considered in good and proper form for

allowance, and the Examiner is earnestly requested to

withdraw the rejections and pass this application to issue.

If, in the opinion of the Examiner, a telephone

conference would expedite the prosecution of the subject

13
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application, the Examiner is invited to call the undersigned

attorney at {I-115} 493-2590.

Respectfully submitted,

TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND

Date 20 P3  ertram I. owland

Reg. No. 20,015

BIR/gs

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited
with the united States Pusial Service as firsl :3 as mail In

an amreiope addressed ta; Commissioner 1 alen-ti andTrademarks, Washington, DC. 20231. onj 3*’ ‘F3
{Date 0'-' Deposit]

N TOWN END

mg 945 /4“
Bertram I. Rowland

Reg. No. 20.015.
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Part I THE FOLLOWING JliTTACItIrlEI|'l'lS) IIRE PART OF THIS ACTION:

L [3 Notice oi Reiorences Cited by Examiner, PTO-892. 2. Notice re Patent Drawing. PTO-948.
3. l: Notice at Art cited by Applicant, PTO-1449 4. :3 Notice of informal Patent Application. Form PTO-152 '
5. Information on How to Effect Drawing Changes, PTCI-1rt?4 6. :1
 

Part Ii SUMMARY DF ACTION '

1. {Z Claims f''‘ ;L are pending in the application. '

Of the above. claims are withdrawn ir-om consideration.

2. 3 Claims have been cancelled. J

3. :1 Claims _ are allowed.

-I.-‘ Ciaims are rejected. I

5. jcIaims are objected tr.

5. 3 claims are subject to restriction or election requirement.

1'. ’:[ This application has been filed with informal drawings which are acceptable for examination purposes until such time as allowable subjectmatter is indicated. ’

E ":5 Allowable subject matter having been indicated, fomial drawings are required in response to this Office action.

. These drawings are :1 acceptable;
9. :1 The corrected or substitute drawings have been received an

El not acceptable (see explanation].

1|}. '___i The]::] proposed drawing correction entig’or the D proposed additional or substitute sheettsi 0' UTBWWESI “"35 0"
has there} been E] approved by the examiner. E] disapproved by the examiner isee explanation}.

11. Q The proposed drawing correction. filed . has been _l__'i approved. 1: disapproved lsee explanation). I-loweuer.
the Patent and Trademark Oflice no longer rnalies drawing changes. it is now applicant's responsibility to ensure that the drawings are
corrected. Corrections mug be effected in accordance with the instructions set forth on the attached letter "INFORMATION ON HOW TO
EFFECT DRAWING CHANGES" . .FTD-14?‘.

 

1.2. 1:3 Achnowledglnent rs made oi the claim tor priority under 35 i.l.S.C. 119. The certiiied copy has :1 been received __—J nol been received

|:[ been filed in parent application. serial no. ;l'iIed on

13. F_i Since this application appears to be in condition for allowance exceifl-for TIJIITIBI-H1317-Ersr DIDSECUVW" 35 W "13 WEN‘-5 '5 C1059“ "1
accordance with the practice under En parte Quayle. 1935 CI}. 11; 453 0.0. 213.

1-1. |'_'] Diher
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Serial No. 265,276

Art Unit 174 -— 2 --

Claims 1-10 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112,

second paragraph, as being indefinite for failing to

particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject

matter which the applicant regards as the invention.

The claims are indefinite and confusing in the

recitation of "wherein the direction of said promoter

is away from said terminator", "to provide a circular

DNA sequence" and "a structural gene". It is not clear

to what the direction refers. The phrase is unclear.

The claims are unclear because they recite "a linear

DNA sequence" and “to provide a circular DNA sequencer

What is being claimed--linear or circular? The

reference to a structural gene is unclear since none is

positively recited.

Claims 11-16 and 18-22 are rejected under 35

U.S.C. 112, second paragraph, as being indefinite for

failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim

the subject matter which the applicant regards as the

invention. These claims are indefinite in the

recitation of a terminator which is “balanced with said

promoter". The suggested amendment was made to other

claims but not the recited claims.

The specification is objected to under 35

U.S.C.ll2, first paragraph, as failing to provide an

enabling disclosure. The specification does not
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Serial No. 265,276

Art Unit 174 -- 3 --

disclose what terminators may be utilized to balance

the promoter'or what terminators of known strength may

be used. It would require an undue amount of

experimentation to determine what terminators would

function. Applicants urge that the terminators of the

T5 phage could be used. Which terminators? Applicants

later urge that there are many promoters some of which

are not strong. Therefore, there must be many

terminators to balance the promoters. It would require

an undue amount of experimentation to determine which

terminators to utilize. This paragraph of the statute

requires that the speciiication shall contain a written

description of the invention and of the manner and

process of making and using it, in such full, clear,

concise and exact terms as to enable any person skilled

in the art to which it pertains, or with which it is

most nearly connected, to make and use the same, and

shall set forth the best mode contemplated by the

inventor of carrying out his invention.

Applicants urge that some experimentation is

permitted and undue experimentation requires a very

large class without any direction as to selection since

strong promoters are involved with structural genes

required in high proportions. Such direction does not

appear to be given in the specification but even if it
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Serial No. 265,276

Art Unit 174 —— 4 --

is, such direction still involves a large class of

possibilities which is outside the realm of permitted

experimentation.

Claims 1-29 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112,

first paragraph, for the reasons set forth in the

objection to the specification.

The specification is objected to under 35

U.S.C.l12, first paragraph, as failing to provide an

enabling disclosure. The specification is non-enabling

for promoters other that T5 phage. This paragraph of

the statute requires that the specification shall

contain a written description of the invention and of

the manner and process of making and using it, in such

full, clear, concise and exact terms as to enable any

person skilled in the art to which it pertains, or with

which it is most nearly connected. to make and use the

same, and shall set forth the best mode contemplated by

the inventor of carrying out his invention.

Applicant urges that other promoters such as

viral promoters could be used. Such examples are not

given in the specification and it would require an

undue amount of experimentation to determine other

promoters which could be used.

Claims 27-29 are rejected under 35 U.S.C.

112, first paragraph, for the reasons set forth in the

objection to the specification.
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Serial No. 265,276

Art Unit 174 —- 5 --

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 1B3

which forms the basis for all obviousness rejections

set forth in this Office action:

A patent may not be obtained though

the invention is not identically

disclosed or described as set forth in

section 102 of this title, if the

differences between the subject matter

sought to be patented and the prior art

are such that the subject matter as a

whole would have been obvious at.the

time the invention was made to a person

having ordinary skill in the art to

which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not be negatived by

the manner in which the invention was

made.

The factual inquiries set forth in Graham W.

John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1,B6S.Ct. 684, 15 L.Ed. 2nd

545 (19661 148 USPQ 459, that are applied for

establishing a background for determining obviousness

under 35 U.S.C. 103 are summarized as follows:

1. Determining the scope and contents of

the prior art;

2. Ascertaining the differences between

the prior art and the claims at

issue; and
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Serial No. 265,276

Art Unit 174 -- 6 --

3. Resolving the level of ordinary skill

in the pertinent art.

Claims 11-16, 1B—21and 27-29 are rejected

under 35 U.S.C. 103 as being unpatentable over

Casabadan et al for reasons of record. Applicants urge

that the promoter of Casabadan et al, based on the

present invention, cannot be a strong promoter since

successful expression occurred. Such a relative term

does not define a difference. Moreover, the fact that

expression occurred may be based on the presence of "a

balanced terminator". Applicants have not demonstrated

a difference in the promoters particularly since the

language used to distinguish is "strong" which is a

relative term.

Claims 27-29 are rejected under 35 U.S.C.

112, second paragraph, as being indefinite for failing

to particularly point out and distinctly claim the

subject matter which the applicant regards as the

invention. The claims are indefinite in the

recitation of “is at a frequency...promoter“. It is

not clear what is at said frequency.

Applicant's amendment necessitated the new

grounds of rejection Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS MADE

FINAL. See MPEP 706.07{a}. Applicant is reminded of the

extension of time policy as set forth in 37 CFR
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Serial No. 265,276

Art Unit l?4 -— 7 --

1.135(a]. The practice of automatically extending the

shortened statutory period an additional month upon the

filing of a timely response to a final rejection has

been discontinued by the Office. See 1021 TMOG 35.

A shortened statutory period for response to

this final action is set to expire three months from

the date of this action. In the event a first response

is filed within two months of the mailing date of this

final action and the advisory action is not mailed

until after the end of the three—month shortened

statutory period, then the shortened statutory period

will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed,

and any extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR l.l36[a} will

be calculated from the mailing date of the advisory

action. In no event will the statutory period for

response expire later than six months from the date of

this final action.

Any inquiry concerning this communication

should be directed to Examiner Kepplinger at telephone

number 703-55?-2319.

E.Kepplinger{pmj

703-557-2319 I

12-23-83 Cg; fllq r/ _
ESTHER M. HEPPUNGEE

P_R[_MARE EXAMIEER
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I

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER OF PATIENTS AND TRADEMARKS

Washington, D.C. 25231
SERIAL NUMBER FILING DATE FIRST NR}-GED IPPLIC-INT -RTTORIEY DOCKET NO-

;§(,S'2‘7G  £i 5?f—9o-55"

 
 

  
IODAVE MAILED:

EXAMINER INTERVIEW SUMMARY RECORD

All participants ianplicant, aptJiIcant’: representative, PTO personnel! :

II :3:

12} . {.41

Date of interview 3 1 £3 1 E L’

Tyne: feleohonic Efiéersonal [copy is given to U applicant flnpIican't'§‘ representative}.

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: D Yes E/No. If V96, brief description:

Agreement U was reached with respect to some or all of the claims in question. [3 was not reached.

Ciairns discussed:

Identification of prior art discussed:

Description of the general nature of what was agreed to if an agreement. was reached, or any other comments: . ¢«.£.

to en. - in”: A...-.,(_, Mag, Wum..;r~
' cJL42....I:éb€Lu.fl.L..Jcu.tz.

45i*4J'iii~£«-5f\fJ’r-€444.-ma.aC,u«:u.¢.b-.«.w-€.n.~

9.3 14.-»-u~L ii§'gQ5§._.m”‘”_.5ivfl.
IA fuller description, if necessary, and a oopy of the amendments. if avaiiabie. which the examiner agreed would render the claims allowable must be
attached. Also, where no copy oi the amendments which would render the claims atlowebie is availahre, a summary thereof must be attached.]

Unless the paragraphs below have been checked to indicate to the contrary. A FORMAL WRITTEN RESPONSE TO THE LAST OFF ICE ACTION is
NOT WAIVED AND MUST INCLUDE THE SUBSTANCE OF THE FNTEHVIEW [e.g., items 1-? on the reverse side of this form]. If a response to the
last Office action has already been filed. than epnlicent is given one month from this interview date In Druvide a statement of the substanceof the interview.

Cl It Is not necessary for applicant to provide a separate reocrd of the substance of the interview.

G Since the examiner's interview surnrnarv above {including any attacflmentsi reflects a complete response to each of the objections. rejection: and
renuirernents that may be present in the last Offlce action, and since the claims are no Ilowable, this oornpleted form is considered to Iulfiil the
retoonse requirements of the fast Office action.

  
31-save i=Toi.—a.1 3 (rev. 1.31: E‘”""*"""‘ 5‘“"‘““""
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ORIGINAL FOR INSEHTION IN RIGHT HAND FLAP OF FILE WRAPPER
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5490-35r ,.—-J
5 3 I -3-“ (V a

IN THE UNITED '5'}j3AT§~S_}.%'.$TENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Examiner: E. Keppl'dge:
174

In re application of I
f

,ri
_ I

Hermann Bujard E; El.

Serial No. 265,276 Art Unit:

Filed: May 20, 1931

For: CLONED HIGH SIGNAL AMENDMENT UNDER RULE 115
STRENGTH PROMOTERS " ~...-.._u1_u-u-...v~..n-g-._p-...u-._p
 

San Francisco, CA 94105

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

Washington, D.C. 20231

Sir:

In response to the FINAL REJECTION of January 10,

1984, please make the following amendments:

IN THE CLAIMS:

1. [fourth amendment} A linear DNA sequence

having proximal to one end a strong T5 phage promoter,

proximal to the other end a strong transcriptional

terminator balanced with said strong T5 promoter, and having

intermediate said promoter and terminator at least one of

(1) a marker for selection adjacent to said terminator or

(2) a replication system foreign to T5, wherein the

direction of said promoter is away from said terminator and

said marker is expressed at a frequency of less than about

one-fourth the frequency of a structural gene, when said

structural gene is inserted between said promoter and

terminator, so as to be under the transcriptional control of

said promoter and [bridging} to bridge said linear DNA

sequence to provide a circular DNA sequence.

Cancel Claims 27, 28 and 29.
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In view of the above amendments and the following

remarks, the Examiner is respectfully requested to witndraw

the rejections and allow Claims 1-26, the only claims in

this application.

The courteous interview granted applicants‘

attorney is gratefully acknowledged.

In the interview it was agreed to clarify Claim 1

which appeared to be confusing concerning whether a linear

or circular DNA sequence was being claimed. The circular

aspect is a limitation on the linear DNA sequence defining a

property of the linear DNA sequence when employed for

expression. It was explained to the Examiner that the

linear DNA sequence could be a product which was sold in the

marketplace for use by others as a vector for expression of

a gene of interest. Thus, the public would be provided with

a readily available DNA sequence which they could use to

insert a gene to be expressed, resulting in a circular

plasmid which would then be used'to transform a compatible

host.

The question of the breadth of the terminator was

considered. Applicants have in the application a terminator

foreign to T5, namely the fd terminator, which is found to

be operative with the T5 promoter. The means for selecting

appropriate terminators is amply described in the

specification, beginning at page 10, line 3?. The insight

that a terminator can affect the utility of a promoter is in

part the basis for the subject invention in providing for

the availability of strong T5 promoters for use in DNA

constructs. The particular terminator is not crucial to the

subject invention, so long as it is operative with the
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promoter. Having shown that a terminator from a different

phage can be used with the T5 strong promoter it is

submitted that the general availability of balanced

terminators for the strong promoters has been demonstrated.

Furthermore, the T5 terminator would clearly be operable

since T5 is viable and able to express its structural genes.

Thus, applicants have two species which are useful in the

subject invention and are believed to demonstrate the

generality of terminators.

It was agreed that the art did not suggest the

invention as claimed in Claims 1-26. These claims are

limited to T5 phage and it was the insight of applicants to

realize that these promoters could only be used with an

appropriate terminator. Based on this insight they further

established a technique for measuring the strength of

promoters and terminators employing two structural genes,

one prior to the terminators and one subsequent to the

terminator in the direction of transcription. The only

reference cited concerning the claims presently under

consideration is Casadahan, which is an article co—authored

by one of the subject co—inventors. As was pointed out to

the Examiner, on page 194 of that article, there is an

indication that only a few fragments from the T5 phage

provided for expression. In order for a fragment to provide

for expression, it would be necessary that the fragment have

a promoter at its 3'-end. Thus, when the fragment was

inserted in front of the structural gene present in the

vector, the gene would be under the transcriptional control

of such promoter. However, it was found in many cases that

there was no expression and subsequently it was concluded

that the terminator which was subsequent to the structural
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gene present in the vector was not effective: thus, the

strong promoter from the TS phage was able to inhibit any

expression of any structural gene. In effect, the resulting

plasmid became a cryptic plasmid. Clearly, the reference

does not teach the basis for the observed failures with the

various fragments. So far as the few fragments that were

operative. it is unlikely that they were strong promoters

and it is submitted that the reference does not suggest the

subject invention.

The amendments which have been made are not new

matter, merely clarify language which was present in the

claims, and are therefore believed to be appropriate and do

not require citation of specific support in the

specification.

In View of the above amendments and remarks, the

application is considered in good and proper form for

allowance, and the Examiner is respectfully requested to

withdraw the rejections and pass this application to issue.

Failing this, the Examiner is respectfully requested to

enter the above amendments for purposes of further

procedure.

If, in the opinion of the Examiner, a telephone

conference would expedite the prosecution of the subject

application, the Examiner is invited to call the undersigned

attorney at [4151 493-2590.

Respectfully submitted,

TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND

   
Date /1-/F2 By /  /

ertram I. Rowland

Reg. No. 20,015

I hereby ceriiiy that this correspondence is being deposited
with ma United States Postal Service as firs! class mail in
an anlmlnne addressed to: Commissioner I atent and
Trademarks. Washington. D.C. 20231. IJn 

e cl negbsfly
owrassrm

’ Bértraria I: Rhwlahd
106 Reg; Ha; 25.919

BIR/gs
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UNITED STMTES BEPAHTMEHT CIF ISDNIMEFIIIE
Patent and Trademark Office
Address : COMMISSIONER EIF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS

Washington. D.l:. E0231

Iflfiflflfliflflflfilflll

 
5ERlA|. NUMBEH FILING D.ll'l"E

CI sir./$1 SE3 it 2.3"" El 53 X2 E’. IE3 1

Filter NAMED APPLICANT

lE'.U.J;3il-‘-.' ii; 
F" TOHNGEND e ronnezao

tent erneer rowan
one manner women
one Fnnncxeco. on

 
’:‘*'l‘J.:'3'."‘3  

[I "I-. '1.ti.-'t':‘u -'l-DATE HAILEIJ‘.

Below is a communication from the EXAMINER in charge of this application.

2C|

CDMMTSSIONEFI DF PATENTS. AND TRADEMARKS

. ADVISORY ACTION

C.olu'rm use. 3THE PERIOD FDR RESPONSE IS-E;l€-'5-Ell-l-DE-D To Him
855 0.6. 1109.

MONTHS FROM THE D.lfl.‘l'E OF THE FINAL REJECTIDN.

Appellant's Etriel is due In accordance with F-lute 192 (at.

Applicant's response to the llrlal rejection, tiled
elleot, but it is not deemed to place the application in condition for allowance:

, has been considered with the iollowing

The proposed amendments to the claim andior specification will not be entered and the linal rejection stands because:

a. I: There is no convincing showing under Ftule 115th}.
in. :I They raise new issues that would require further consideration-andlor search.
c. :I They raise the issue of new matter.
rt. 3 They are not deemed to place the application in better form for appeal by materially reducing or simplifying the Issues for appeal.
5. El They present additional claims Without cancelling a corresponding number of finally rejected claims.

Newly proposed or amended claims
I lied amendment cancelling the non-allowable claims.

would be allowed it submitted in a separately

Upon the filing of an appeal. the proposed amendment I3 will be D will not be. entered and the status or the claims in this eppli.cation would be as iollows:

a. CI Claims would he allowable.

b. CI Claims would not be allowable.

However".

(‘ll D The reieotlon of claims on references is deemed to be overcome by applicants
response.
The rejection of claims
applicant's response.

to C on non-reference grounds only is deemed to be overcome by

The affidavit, exhibit or request for reconsideration has been entered but does not overcome the rejection

The allidavit or exhibit will not be admitted because applicant has not shown good and sufficient reasons why it was not earlier
presented.

The application having been examined under the special accelerated examining procedure (M.P.E,P. 10.3.02}, the proposed amendment-
has not been considered since it does not prime lacle place the application in condition ior allowance or in better condition tor appeal.
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Serial No. 265,276 -2-

Art Unit 128

THE PERIOD FOR RESPONSE CONTINUES TO RUN 3 MONTHS

FROM THE DATE OF THE FINAL REJECTION. Any extension of

time must be obtained by filing a petition under 3? CFR

1.l36(a] accompanied by the proposed response and the

appropriate fee. The date on which the response. the

petition, and the fee have been filed is the date of

the response and also the date for the purposes of

determining the period of extension and the corre-

sponding amount of the fee.

The amendment filed March 15, 1984 under 37 CFR

1.116 in response to the final rejection will be

entered upon the filing of an appeal, but is not deemed

to place the application in condition for allowance.

Upon the filing of an appeal and entry of the

amendment, the status of the claims would be as

follows:

Allowed claims: 1-19, 17 and 23 -26

Rejected claims: 11-16 and 18-22

Claims objected to: -

The rejection of claims 11-16 and 18-22 as

indefinite in the recitation of "balanced with said

promoter" still stands. Also, the rejection of claims

11-16 and 18-22 over Casahadan et al stands.

Applicants argue that the plasmids with T5 became

cryptic and while a few fragments were operative, it is

unlikely that the promoters were strong. on page 194
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Serial No. 265,2?6 -3-

Art Unit 128

of Casabadan at al, plasmids containing T5 promoters

and lac genes were formed which showed increased lac

expression. Thus, the promoter functioned and it

appears to be "strong". Since expression occurred, :'.t.

appears that a terminator was present and was "balanced

with the promoter".

Kepplinger : pw

a7tQu.~ /3” /%u;xa\
"kg55 7 -3 9 2 0

ESTHER M. KEPPLINGER

4 /9!’ 84 PRIMARY EXAMINER
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THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK 0FE'I(fi]1oup1gg
In re application of

Hermann Bujard e_t El. Examiner: E. Kepplinger

Serial No. 265,276 Art Unit: 128

Filed: May 20, 1931

For: CLONED HIGH SIGNAL
STRENGTH PROMOTERS

EXTEN S ION FEE w-0--v-...~..r-._r-...u-..-..a-...-4--u-—v
 

San Francisco, CA 94105

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

Washington , 9 .C. 20231

Sir:

The Commissioner is authorized to charge Deposit

Account No. 20-1430 in the amount $50.00 for an extension

fee for response within the first month.

The Commissioner is further authorized-to charge

any additional fees or credit any overpayment to Deposit

Account No. 20-1430. This sheet is provided in triplicate

for accounting purposes.

Respectfully submitted,

TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND

 
Reg. No. 20,015

1 “may certify mat this correspondence is being deposited
mm ihe United States Pustai Service as fitst class mail in

an gmrelope addressed 13:: Can1.'.'H'.-'°..ur.:‘.“.‘| 01? $5 "5“'1 _,, .m. N AZEAEEZL
Indemarks. Was ms 0” * Mae M Dewml

 
' Bertram I. Rowland

Reg. nu. 20.015

-"~'--'2‘--i‘-=‘3 .f>f5f«'.'=fr.-’B’+_...?v55':-‘M so-~1:.;:-=.:-;" . ;:-..s..m:-.'_".=--»
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TOWNSEND AND ';Q';i,i:?-iéisaun
Sicuari Street Tower " ,1 ._
One Market Plaza
San 1'-ram.'rs::o, CA 941
[41 S} S43v9EUD

Atty. Docket No. 5490' 35

Date April 27, 1984 
 

In re application of ard et al .
I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited

Serial No‘ PEJSIBICSBFUIELE E5  5 I113“ iflresse 0: unimlssroner area and

med May 20' 1981 Trademarks. Washington. ac. 211231. on ‘T .1;
[Data at Deposit:

 For CLDNED HIGH SIGNAL STRENGTH /PROMOTERS c 3 /THE COMMISSIONER or PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS M9 / da '67’
Washington, DC. 20231 ::;“‘*N"; '-Zlmgfld
Sir:

Transmitted herewith is an amendment in the above-identified application.

[ ] Small entity status of this application under 3'? CFR 1.9 and 1.27 has been established by a verified statement
previously submitted.

{ ] A verified statement to establish small entity status under 3'?‘ CFR 1.9 and 1.27 is enclosed.

[X] No additionaJ fee is required.
X Extension Fee (1 month]

The fee has been calculated as shown below:
OTHER THAN A

(Col. 1) (Col. 2} (Col. 3} SMALL ENTITY SMALL ENTITY
CLAIMS HIGHEST NO.

REMAINING PREVIOUSLY PRESENT
AFTER PAID FOR EXTRA

AMENDMENT

* MINUS TX
[ ] FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEP. CLAIM

ADDIT. FEE

 
* If the entry in Col. 1 is less than the entry in Col. 2, write “0" in Cal. 3.

** If the “Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 20. write "20" in this space.
*** If the “I-lighest Number Previously Paid For” IN THIS SPACE is less than 3, write “3" in this space.

The "Highest Number Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent} is the highest number found from the equivalent
box in Col. 1 of a prior amendment or the number of claims originally filed.

[ ] Please charge my Deposit Account No. 20-1430 in the amount of $__I_Q;_,.,___. A duplicate copy of this
sheet is attached.

[X] The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge payment of the following fees associated with this communication
or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 20-1430. A duplicate copy of this sheet is attached.

[X] Any filing fees under 37 CFR 1.16 for the presentation of extra claims.

Ix] Any patent application processing fees under 37 CF11 1.17.

 

 
Bertram I. Rowland

Rea. Nod 20 , 015
Attorney of Record

111T551’ 13'
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I _, E, 5490-35 -.\nsc1

**‘~’i~'N ‘fuss UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

In re Application of

Hermann Bujard et al. Examiner: E. Kepplinger

Serial NO. 265,276 Art Unit: 128

Filed: May 20, 1981
Second Amendment

For: CLONED HIGH SIGNAL Under Rule 116

}
I!
J
I
I
1
1
I
}

STRENGTH PROMOTERS }
} San Francisco, CA 94105

Hon. Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

Washington, D.C. 20231

Sir:

In response to the Advisory Action of April l2,

1984, please make the following amendments:

Please cancel claims 11-16 and 18-22, without

prejudice to renewal.

Please rewrite claim 17 as follows:

——27. A circular DNA sequence having a downstream

order of transcription a strong T5 phage promoter, a

structural gene foreign to T5 phage, a balance terminator, a

marker for selection, and a replication system.-—

--28. A circular DNA sequence according to claim

27, wherein said replication system is recognized by

prokaryotes.-—

—-29. A circular DNA sequence according to claim

27, wherein said replication system is recognized by

eukaryotes.--

Remarks

In View of the above amendments and the fol;owing

remarks, the Examiner is earnestly requested to pass this

application to issue, since all of the claims are now

allowable.
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Rejected claims 11-16 and 18-22 have been

cancelled. Claim 17 has been written in independent form,

since it previously depended upon rejected and now cancelled

claims. Since the claim was multiply dependent, it has been

divided up into three claims which are identical in scope

with claim 1'? as originally filed.

In View of the above amendments and remarks, the

application is considered to be in good and proper form for

allowance and the Examiner is respectfully requested to pass

this application to issue.

If for any reason the Examiner feels that a

telephone conference would in any way expedite prosecution

of the subject application, the Examiner is invited to

telephone the undersigned at (415) 493-2590.

Respectfully submitted,

TOWNSE D and TOWNSEND

Date $747  m I. Rowland
-Reg. No. 20,015

  

BIR:svh

(415) 493-2590

| hereby r.-entity that In‘: - -

me *.,,:,::'*;::::::":: ;:,.*°;;‘,":,1:r‘::°
an envelope addressed to. g,,,,.,,n,-ssfoner- ‘ on a
nademarks, Wasmngton. 9.8. 20231. on___ J D gfl
  

 
fiertram L Rawland_——
Rea. Nu. 20.315
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UNITED STATES DEPfll'ITMEN‘I' CIF COMMERCE
s-Fatah: and Trademark Office

Address 1 COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS
Washington. D.t‘.‘.. 20231

 
D-$.’ET£~Efiv$.".?'£i 1355!’;-‘Til./E31 l':E=|..l.Ji’3lF'.lf] 

l_ 'lT.'!!-1.i‘lE‘>-l':".l'~!D -E T El!-li*lSEND
E"-iF.i.I¢:F.'T lE“."l'l-"<EE:IT TDL-ll’:'.F'»l
ONE l”ii‘lH!|“-fET |='l..Fl III‘-I
Still‘-' Fl?-Frill-l|'.II1T‘E5E!iJs Cilia Will I15   

DATE MAILED:

Below is a communication from the EXAiliilNEFl in charge oi this application.

COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS. AND TRADEMARKS

. ADVISORY ACTION

Courmlu asE/THE PERIOD FDR RESPONSE T0RUN MONTHS FROM THE DATE OF THE FINAL REJ ECTION.
ass on. nos.

El Appeilanre Brief ls clue in accordance with Rule 192 ta}.

Applicant's response to the final reieotion,.liied
ellect. but it is not deemed to place the application in condition for allowance:

, has been considered with the following

1. D The proposed amendments to the claim andlor specifiwlion will not be entered and the final reieotion stands because:

9' |_|

e. D There is no convincing showing under Rule 11B{bi.
In. El They raise new issues that would require lunher consiclerationanolor search.
c. D They raise the issue of new matter.
:1. l3 They are not deemed to place the application in better fonrl for appeal by materially reducing or slmpiiiying the issues for appeal.
e. El They present additional claims without cancelling a corresponding number of llnally rejected claims.

Newly proposed or amended claims
filed amendment cancelling the non-allowable claims.

would be allowed it submitted in a separately

Upon the filing of an appeal. the proposed amendment El will be will not be. entered and the status of the claims In this appli-cation would be as follows:

a. D Claims would be allowable. '

in. El Claims would not be allowable.

However:

(‘ll D The rejection of claims on relerences is deemed to be overcome by anpiioenl’s
response.
The rejection of claims
applicant's response.

{2} [I on nclmreierence grounds only is data -"nod to be overcome by

The aflidavil. eithlbil or reouesl for reconsideration has been entered but does not overcome the rejection.

The alfidavit or exhibit will not be admitted because applicant has not shown good and sufficient reason: why I! was not earlier
presented.

The application having been examined under lhe speciei accelerated examining procedure [M.P,E.P. ?tJ3.D2l. Ihe proposed amendment
has not been considered since it does not prima lacie place the application in condition for allowance or in bezter condition for appeal.

114
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Serial No. 265276 -2-

Art Unit 123

THE PERIOD FOR RESPONSE CONTINUES TO RUN FOUR

MONTHS FROM THE DATE OF THE FINAL REJECTION. Any

extension of time must be obtained by filing a petition

under 37 CFR 1.l36{a) accompanied by the proposed

response and the appropriate fee. The date on which

the response, the petition: and the fee have been filed

is the date of the response and also the date for the

purposes of determining the period of extension and the

corresponding amount of the fee.

The amendment filed April 30, 1984 under 37 CPR

1.116 in response to the final rejection has been

considered but is not deemed to place the application

in condition for allowance and will not be entered

because: i

The proposed amendment raises new issues that

would require further consideration and/or search.

The directed claims 27-29 cannot be entered since

claims 27-30 were previously in the application and

cancelled. Moreover, the claims would be rejected over

Casabadan et al as set forth relating to claims 27-29

in the final rejection, Paper No. 9. The proposed

cancellation of claims 11-16 and 18-22 would, however,

eliminate some rejections if resubmitted.

The proposed amendment is not deemed to place the

application in better form for appeal by materially

simplifying the issues for appeal.

115
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Serial No. 265276 -3-

Art Unit 128

Applicant is advised that this application and the

art to which this application pertains has been

transferred to another group. All further papers

submitted in this application should carry the

following items:

1. Serial Number [checked for accuragg .

2. Group Art Unit 128.

3. Name of Examiner now in charge of this

application Esther Kepplinger.

4. Filing date.

5. Title of invention.

Any inquiry concerning this comunication should

be directed to Examiner Kepplinger at telephone number

703-557-3920.

Kepplinger:rt

AXC 703

557-3920

5/23/84

ESTHER M. KEPPLINGER
PRIMARY EXAMINER.

ART UNIT 123
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5490-35

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
In re application of

Hermann Bujard §§ El. Examiner: E. Kepplinger

Art Unit: 128
Serial No. 265,276

Filed: May 20, 1981 -..an...—-..r-u..--a-—---..--.--._a~..p """'IIU J
For: CLONED HIGH SIGNAL FEE FOR ac

STRENGTH PROMOTER EXTENSION OF TIME

GROUP120
San Francisco, CA 94105

Commissioner of Patents of Trademarks

Washington, D.C. 20231

Sir:

The Commissioner is authorized to charge $150.00

to Deposit Account No. 20-1430 for an extension of time to

file the enclosed response within the second month.

The Comissioner is further authorized to charge

any additional fee or credit any overpayment related to

filing the enclosed response to Deposit Account No. 20-1430.

This sheet is provided in triplicate for accounting

purposes.

Respectfully submitted,

TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND ,

Date 6 5 By

BIR/gs

 
Bertram I. Rowland

Reg. No. 20,015

P 234 06/15fB4 865276 E0*1430 E 116 150.00CH
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5490-35

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE. ~z~ -' -

Examiner: E. Kep%1"rgerArt Unit: 128

THIRD AMENDMENT
UNDER RULE 116

re application of

 

 
Hermann Eujard 93 a_l.

Serial No. 265,276

Filed: May 20, 1931

For: CLONED HIGH SIGNAL
STRENGTH PROMOTER

a_.-...u-._.-._.-...-v-..a-._.--.-s-—-._.-._.-
San Francisco, CA 94105

Commissioner of Patents of Trademarks

Washington, D.C. 20231

Sir:

In response to the Advisory Action of May 30,

1984, please amend the subject application as follows:

IN THE CLAIMS:

Cancel Claims 11-16 and 13-22, without prejudice.

 ,

Cancellation of the above claims places the

subject application in condition for allowance, Claims 1-10,

17 and 23-26, the only remaining claims in this application,

having been allowed. Newly submitted Claims 27-29

(misnumberedl are not to be considered. The Examiner is

earnestly requested to pass this application to issue.

Respectfully submitted,

TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND

Date 5'  
Reg. No. 20,015

BIRfgs
I hereby certify that thts correspondence is being deposited g
with the United States Postal Service as first class mait in
an envelope addressed tn: commissioner ta nd
Irademarks. Washington, 0.8. 20231, on

[Data of Deposit)

/ TCI r =3 ENDon CA” 3/ Br _
Bertram I. Rowland

Reg. No. 2|J.0l5118
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UNITED STATES D1='F‘Ji\RTMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS

Washington, DC. 20231

FIRE? NRMED APPLICRNT -§T‘|‘ORi"E‘f ‘DOCKET NO. 1-‘

 

 
DATE M AILEDI

EXAMINER INTERVIEW SUMMARY RECORD

Ali participants laopiioant, applicants representative, PTO pereonnell:

In -4-1-v'\ :3:

I2} :41

Date at interview i i cl‘ E} ti’

Time: Eflrlelephonic D Personal Ir:-any is given to El applicant El applicant’: representative}.

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: D Yes E’l\l/ . ll tree. brief description:

Ptnreement l3’tflas reached with respect to some or all at the claims in question. D was not reached.

Claims discussed: i 7

Identification of prior art discussed:

Description of the general nature of what was agreed to if an agreement was reached, or any other comments: CU; {.
- . - E r S' r

'5 ""‘-’~i*U~— ties. Q-24-umm

M fuller description, if necessary. and a copy of the amendments. it available. which the examiner agreed wouid render the ciaims allowable must be
attached. Also. where no copy of the amendments which would render the claims ailowable is e1rai|3bIe_ a summary thereof must be attached:

Unless the oaregr-arahs below have been checked to indicate to the contranf. A FORMAL WFHTTEN RESPONSE TO THE LAST OFFICE ACTION is
NOT W-MVED .M\iD MUST INCLUDE THE. SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW le.g., items 1- I on the reverse side of this for-mi. If 3 response to the
ins: Dffice action has already been filed. then applicant is given one month from this interview date to provide a statement of the subs tance of the interview.

[1 It is. not necessary for apoiioant to provide a separate reocrd of the substance of the interview.

D Since the examiners interview summary above (including any attachments} reflects a complete response to each of the objections. rejections andrequirements that may be present in the last Office action, and since the claims are rlouuahie. this completed form is considered to fulfill the
response requirements of the last Office action,

  
B1~36?§ PTO L-M3 lieu. t—B‘Il E""""”"""’ 3‘9"“""’

1 19

ORIGINAL FDR INSEHTION IN RIGHT HAND FLAP OF FILE WRAPPER
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UNITED STATES D...vARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trademark Ottice 
Address: COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TFHDEMAFIKS

Washington. DC 20231

SERIAL NI.iI\r'tBEFt FIFIST NAMED npmcara-r ATTORNEY DOCKET rrro.

52653.7 ig

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER
I

5 tr;

 
DATE MMLED1

‘NW 15 9 ('Uifl¢1\IJI|IEIi|Ofl "Of" IND €lIW|l|l'|¢|' IN INIFQI 0' ‘(Out flflfltitdliflfl

COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS NED TfiA_DEI-{ARES

1. |j’THiS IS AN ATTACHMENT TO THE NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE AND BASE ISSUE FEE DUE, PTOL E5.
2. ‘.2 All the claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS CLOSED in this apttiicatlon. it not attached hereto a Notice of Allow-

ance or othei appropriate communication will he sent in due course.

A. i:] Note the attached PTO-‘L52, Notice of lnforntatity, which Indicates that the declaration ior dathi is deficient an: that a substitute
is required. The substitute declaration [or path} MUST BE SUBMITTED VHTHIN THE THREE MONTH STATUTORY PERIOD SET
FOR PAYMENT OF THE BASE ISSUE FEE IN THE "NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE AND BASE ISSUE FEE DUE" iF'TDL-851, preter-
ahly with and attached to the base issue tee. Note that the statute does not permit extension oi the three rnonllh period set For pay-
merit of the oase issue Tee. Failure to timely tile the substitute declaration it-I path] will result in ABANDBNMENT oi the acp|:ca~
tion. The transmittal letter accompanying the declaration tor oath} should indicate the toiiowlng in the upper nun hand corner:

issue Batch Number; Date of the Notice of Allowance, and Serial Number.
B. C] Formal drawings are now required and MUST BE SUBMITTED WITHIN THE THREE MOISITH STATUTOFW PERIOD SET FOR PAY-

MENT OF THE EASE ISSUE FEE IN THE "NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE AND BASE ISSUE FEE DUE" lF'Tt'Ji_-85}. Note that the
statute does not permit extension of the three month period set to pay the base issue tee. Failure to time iy suizmit the drawings
will result in ABANDUNMBIT of the application. The drawings should be sutrrnltted as a separate paper with ti transmittal letter
which is addressed to the Ofiicial Draitsrnan and which indicates the following in the upper right hand corner:

Issue Batch Number; Date of the Notice of Allowance, and Serial Number.

c. 34..a.
b.

e cie' s are allowed in View 01’: -

i_:__?ri°|ippllcant's communication tiled 74' flaunt. C {if .
Q’ The interview summarized on the attached EXAMINER INTERVIEW SUMMARY RECORD. FTOL-4.3.

c. The attached Examiner‘; Amendment.

‘- D AI‘! Examiner’: Amendment which will follow in due course.

D. The allowed claims are i"'iC| '7 ' 2'3 -' LG’
3. |:| Note the attached Examiner's Statement or Reasons for Allowance.

-l. E] Note attached NOTICE OF REFERENCES CITED, PTO-392. which is part of this communication. The listed references. are considered to
he pertinent to the claimed invention, but the claims are deemed to be patontaolc moreover.

5. Note attached LFST OF ART CITED BY APPLICANT, PTO—t -149.

6. :7 The drawings filed un__j__ 1:1 are acceptable as filed. Q are acceptable subject to correction as Ind cared on the
attached Notice re Drawings, PTO-943. in order to avoid ABANDONMENJ‘ of this application, correction is required. Corrections can onlyhe made in accordance with the instructions set iorttl in the attached iette: “lNFORlii|ATiON ON HOW TO EFFECT DRAi'i‘iNG CHANGES".
PTO-1-ii‘-1.

2-‘. j The D proposed drawing correction and/or the D proposed additional or substitute sheetls} ot drawings tried on
1135 lhavel been approved bit the examiner. Applicant is reminded that in order to avoid aiiandonrrierit of this applicant, eltecution of the
lJfDt'-55¢’-d Chfinkes or sulzrnisston of additional or substitute drawings t\'__‘_|-El" be made In accordance with the instructions set ‘forth in the letter.
"1NFORMATlON ON HOW TO EFFECT ORAMNG CHANGEs",PTO-1414,attached to Paper No.

The proposed drawing correction. filed . has been approved. However, the Patent and Tracenaark Otilce no
longer mal-res drawing changes. it Is now applicant's responsihillgr to ensure that the drawings are corrected. Correcticns are required andMUST be effected in accordance with the instructions set Iorth on the attached letter "INFOFIMATION ON HOW TO EFFECT 'ORA\Iil1NO
CHANGES", PTO-Hill. '

_.l

E. :3 In order to avoid ABANDONMENT, the drawing intorrnalitles noted on the Notice re Drawing, PTO-9-I8. attached to Paper No: must
now oe corrected. Applicant is reminded that the corrections can only be made in accordance with the instructions set forth in the letter
"INl-'DRhtATION ON HOW TO EFFECT DRAWING CHANGES". PTD-1-Wt, attached to the PTO-943.

10. Aciniowtedgrnenl is made oi‘ the claim for |)|'iDI‘lty under 35 l..I.$.C. 119. The certified copy has: Lj been received. '1Ut been received.

I: been filetfln patent application, Serial No._Lj_ tiled on

Wt. "wisegr‘
ESTHER M. KEPPLINGER

NOTICE or ALLOJ12'9tLIT'r PRIMARY EMMINER
ART UNIT 128

 

PTOL - 37 (Row. 8 - 32]
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Serial No. 2652?'fi -2-

Art Unit 128

In c1aim 1?, line 1, deiete "according"-

In 1ine 2, de1eted "to any of c1aims 11,12, or 13,

"and inserted —having in downstream order of

transcription a strong T5 phage promoter, a structurai

gene foreign to T5 phage under transcriptionai controi

of said promoter, a transcriptionai terminator which 15

ba1anced with said promoter and a repiication system

and-—. 

The above change was authorized by applicant's

attorney, Bertram Rowiand, in a telephone interview on

August 1, 1984.

Kepp1inger:cvm

MC 703 C
557-3920 "“"'-r _, , .

(’ ; ~:'1M_fi I /17:-;.,,,JJ f|_
a;2;84 - r'" ‘ """""."*§ "~ESTHER M. KEPFUNGER "

PRIMARY EXAMINER
ART UNIT 128
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‘T0 L-B5 I Roll. 832'.‘ ‘

A
LIHIITED 5T.||TEér DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trademark Office
Address : COMMISSIONER CIF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS

Washington. D.C. E0231

NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE

AND ISSUE FEE DUE

All communications regard rig this

 

1- _ -1 application should give the serial
T D!-'il~!F3END 8‘ TE]?-'.N EST.-Liilll number, date of filing, name of
g:'_r|':jum.".~_“|‘ 3Tl::|,=;£~:T Ttll.-|.[-Zl-“u: applicant, and batch number.
iIlNE i‘il‘i‘iFiii'.ET F'I...R?Il3i , . .
Em“ Ffihflcxgfia ’ ER 941,-J5 Please direct all communicationsto the Attention of "OFFICE OF

PUBLICATIONS" unless advised
to the contrary.

The application identified below has been examined and found ailowable
for issuance of Letters Patent. PFICISELITIEIN DNTHE MEHITS ISCLCISED

_ scrssnim. NO. FiL|NG DATE ‘row. CLAINB EXAMINER mo onour ART UNIT DATE MAILED
 

A __ " .. '= "J : I * LIl°i[3EZ'fi:r E 1333 U3/9‘?/*3“First 'Named

Applicant ‘I ._ _ _ 1 ..-g g-._ C‘

‘T'K"§?"$'f‘*" c:i_-:1iii2:c I-l.".El3H s33:ci~.i.cai. E3'i‘FiE-Zi~iGTH F'l-'iC|l'iI'.‘!TEEF-{E3

— A1'l'Y‘5 DOCKET NO. BATCH NO. APFLN.TYPE SMALL EN'ri'r~rl FEE nus 1 DATE DUE

. .- I ’. I I " ‘I? "II. ITY ND ff:-Eifilfli DE] 1l.Lr'l1‘P‘»"B*‘i 

The amount of the issue Fee is specified by 3'.-' C.F.R. 1.18 as follows: for an original or reissue patent. except for a design or plant patent. $500;
for a design patent. $1 TE: and for a plant patent. $250. It the applicant qualifies for and has filed a verified statement of small entity status in
accordance with 3'.-' C.F.Fi. 1.2".-', the issue ‘fee is one-half the respective amount aforementioned. The issue fee due printed above reflects
applicant’; status as of the time of mailing this notice. A verified statement of smell entity status may be iiiad prior to or with payment of
the issue fee. However, in accordance with 3? C.Fri'-I. 1.28, faiiura to establish status as a smell entity prior to or with payment of the Issue fee
precludes pavrnant ofthe issue fee in the amount so established for srneii entities and precludes a refund of any portion thereof Jaid prior to
establishing status as a small entity.
THE ISSUE FEE MUST BE PAID WITHIN THFIEE MONTHS FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THi3 NDT1CE as indicated above. The appliv
cation shall otherwise be regarded as ABANDONED. The issue fee will not be accepted from anyone other than the applicant: a registered
attorney or agent; or the aasignee or other party in interest as shown by the records of the Patent and ‘lrademarl: Office. ‘Where an authorization
to charge the issue fee to a deposit account has been filed before the mailing of the notice at allowance, the issue tee is charged to the deposit
account at the time of inciting of this notice in accordance with 37 C.l‘-'.R. 1.311. if the issue fee has been so charged, it Is indicated above.
In order no minimize delays in the issuance of a Patent based on this application, this Notice may have been mailed prior to completion of fins!
oroceuina. The nature andior extent of the remaining revision or processing requirements rriav cause slight delays of the patent. in addition,
if prosactiticn is to be reopened, this Notice of Alloviranca will he iraicatad and the appropriate Office action will follow in due course. I1‘ the
issue fee has already been paid and prosecution is reopened. the applicant may request a refund or request that the has be credited to a Deposit
Account. However, applicant may wait until the application is either found allowabie or held abandoned. If allowed, upon receipt of a new Notice
of Allowance, applicant may request that the previously submitted issue fee be applied. It abandoned, applicant may request ralund or credit to
a Deposit Account. —
In the case of each patent issuing without an assignment. the complete post office address of the inventotlsl will be printed in the patent heading
and in the Official Gaoette. If the inventor‘-it address is now different from the address which appears in the application, please fill in the informa-
tion in the spaces provided on PTDL-85b enclosed. If there are address changes for more than two inventors, enter the additional addresses onthe reverse side of the FTOL-85h,

The appropriate spaces in the ASSIGNMENT DATA section of PTOL-B5b must be completed in all cases. If it is desired to have the patent Issue
to an assignae, an assignment must have been pretriousiy submitted to the Patent and Trademark Clffioa or must be submitted not later than the
date of payment of the issue fee as required by 3? c.F.Ft. 1.33-=1.Whare there is an assignment, the ass1gnae's name and address must be provided
on the PTDL-86b to ensure its inclusion in the printed patent. -
Advance orders for 1|! or more printed copies of the prospective patient can be made by completing the inforrnarion in Section -1 of PTOL-55b
and submitting payment therewith. If use of a Deposit Account is being authorized for payment, PTDi.«B5o should also be forwarded. The order

ggst be for least 10 ggies and mggt eccorngny -the issue fee. The copies ordered will be sent only to the address specified ir section ‘I or1 o L Eb.

Note attached communimtion from Examiner.  
ATTENTION IS DIRECTED TO 33‘ l:.F.Fl. 1.334

E This notice is issued in view oiapplicant‘: communication filed
THE PATENT WILL ISSUE TO APPLICANT

UNLESS AN ASSIGNEE I3 SHOWN INITEM 3 ON FOHM PTOL-BEib. ATTACHED

PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFPICE COPY
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‘P-rm"85D ‘fin’ 8'32’ U.S Daparltnelll of comlrllrce EISSUE FEE TFIANS-MITTAL Patent and Trademark Omen

This form is provided in lieu of a formal transmittal and should he used for transmitting the issue Fee. Sections ‘IA through 4 must be completed as appropriate.

IN\iENTOFIiSi ADDRESS CHAN. SCISEFIIAL N0. MNLFNG |N5TFlUCT|C'N5
|N\.iEN“|‘QR‘5 mama _ I" ‘D All further correspondence including the Issue Fae Receipt,'0 "x the Patent. and advanced orders will be mailed to the addressee

‘‘ . entered in section 1 on PTO L-85c. ur.iess you direct otherwisesmut Addfgss ' , ' -_ by specifying the appropriate name and address II1 IA below.

 
 

2A. The COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADE-
MARKS is requested to apply no issue Fee to the

 
 

cm‘ Ema and zip coda fig’ application identified below.
CO-iN\.rENTOR'S NAME ' '~ TOWNS

Street Address 3
1 0 / 2 4 /3 -

cmr. State and zip code ' ., 9 “rue . -,
anyone oth than the aopli
registered attorney or agent: or the

E Check if additional changes are on reverse side. fiiiflaig"‘fig:_:Lg:$VD?J..:‘§,;e:n:‘mdTrademark Office.

SCJISEFIIRL NO. FILING DRTE TOTAL CLAIMS EXAMINER AND GROUP RHT UNIT DRTE MRILED

...--, _-5-;_.'.-‘:.: n-3. an ‘or "H I-€FI‘r"|"'I—7-‘-"F"-""?F—""'= "'= ' " ‘ "Fifi’!
""*"°" - i-II.-'.F‘.i"Ir’»‘rf4t«l r;..Anplicanr [ii |-..h‘-'-J=‘iZ'-

.T..'.‘\',‘.'§.,.‘+’.F.,.., I'_i__i,Ii':1?_i;< -..n_-r_-_;;-r «3.:r._r;_r.e:.L. !'.+n:1~:rr:—:T'+4 F'Rfl'I"fi'JTEi~‘.‘3

 
  
 

— A‘I'l"r“’S DOCKET NO. CLASS-SUBC LASS BATCH No. APPLNCTYPE [slum LL ENTITY

.5 5'‘ IT’) ,1 .- _-.;g_; -1.-3,=_.'-. u we. . :3 J I! :1 UTIL 3:1“:

FEE DUE E DATE our: 

I hereby certify that this :orresp0"d9"°“ I5 “"3 d9P"_5“_9d
with the United States Postal Service as first class mail Ill
an envelope addressed to: Commissioner ten anti.
Ttadarnarits. waeringznn, n.c. 20231. on —‘~ 5'‘ 28. For printing on the patent front

pa9e,Iist the names of not more 1 Egrtrfim -I Rgwlandthan 3 registered pntant atturnavs
or agents OR, alternatively. the
name of s firm having as a men1- 2
her a registered attorney or agent.
If no name is listed, no name 3win be printed.

Reg. No. USE THIS SPACE

(Date 01 DEDOSIII

  
 

 
 
 

  

3. ASSIGNMENT DATA [print or may "‘r:.". I r\r- .. .. .1-In 
The following fees are enpiose:

 

..._.__. __,
A. Th‘ I ' " ‘ ' "" ed,' - ""5 -'57‘ ' " -- ‘f .- ' _ -. _ _ .. . .

II As;?gT1%1ueIfic:g?e%;I3r?fsII$;:dagI?'Ii%Qmdm the Patr_E_1'.rt;ar_‘I§.I Trademark Office. . M“? I?" ' "°“I"""-"mi °'”'°' ‘D ’‘-’‘-‘9""""‘ ’”°°'°""9[3 Assignment submitted herewith. " ' ‘ " ' a. LI’ .‘ ‘=* ' “" -
B. For Printing On The Patent: lUnlesa an assignee is identified below, no

assrgnee eta w: appear on the patent. Inclusion of assignee data beiow
is onlv appropriate when an assignment has been previously submitted to
the PTO or is submitted herewith. completion of this form is NOT a

. substitute TI!’ Fiiins ot an assignment as required by 3?‘ C.F.R. 1.334].

The following fees should be charged to

deposit am. no. 2 0- 1 4 3 UiPTOL-85: or additional cape oi
PTO L-85!: must be errr:Iosnd',|

 

 
 
 

  
“I NRME 0*‘ ASSIGNEE The Board of Trustees of )5’; Issue fee .

the Leland Stanford Jr. Universit flAdWmd ordgr ‘
I[2IADDFiESS:IQi1y 8: State or Country] I D Assignment neoording 'Stanford, Callfornla
':3| STATE OF INCORPORATION IF

"°‘5s'GNEE ISA c0RP°FmT'éN" Number of advanced order copies requested. -40{rnusn be for 10 or morn copies}California

TRANSMIT THIS some WITH FEE
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5490-35 -$419-O

 

App1ic9' Dapenteeg l'IERl'i.lXNI" . BUJARD ET AL _ Dogkgt N°_ 581-17
S alo:1‘*Patent NCL: 2fi§,2',gfi
‘iled oi‘, s _ : M 20 19

"ér "CLCNED HIGH-SIGNAL STRENGTH PRCIICTEIIS"
. go

3. X VERIFIED STATEMENT {DECLARATION} CLAIMING SMALL ENTITY STATUS
-};‘\,,___',,x 4% [37 CFR 1.9{f) and 1.2'7[d)] — NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

' as E‘
I h [1 lare that I am an official empowered to act on behalf of the nonprofit organization identified below:

NAME OF ORGANIZATION: STANFORD UNIVER5ITY

ADDRESS OF ORGANIZATION: 105 Encina Hell, Stanford, CA 914305

 

TYPE or ORGANIZATION

*1 UNIVERSITY OR OTHER INSTITUTION or HIGHER EDUCATION
1 TAX EXEMPT UNDER INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE CODE [26 USC 501(5) and sons) {3}}
I NONPROFIT SCIENTIFIC OR EDUCATIONAL UNDER STATUTE or STATE OR THE UNITED STATES or

AMERICA

(NAME OF STATE }
(CITATION OF STATUTE 1

[ I WOULD QUALIFY As TAX EXEMPT UNDER INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE CODE [26 USC 501(a) and
501(c) (3)1 IF LOCATED IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

[ I WOULD QUALIFY As NONPROFIT SCIENTIFIC OR EDUCATIONAL UNDER STATUTE or STATE or THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA IF LOCATED IN THE UNITED STATES OF‘ AMERICA

[NAME OFSTATE )
{CITATION or STATUTE )

[
[
[

I hereby declare that the nonprofit organization identified above qualifies as a nonprofit organizauion as defined in 37
CFR 1.9{e} for purposes of paying reduced lZees_unde.r section 41(3) or (13) of Title 35, United States Code with regard
to the invention gnt~1t]ed Cloned H1gl'l'51g1'lEll Strength Promoters

by }_m.«Entm-{5} Hermann G. Bujard, Annie Chang! and Stanley Cohen
described in

[ ] the specification filed herewith
BX] application serial no. 265 ,276 . filed May 2 0 I’ 1931
[ ] Patent.no_ , issued

I hereby declare that righfi; under contract or law have been conveyed to and remain with the nonprofit organizatiolr
with regard to the above identified invention.

if the rights held by the nonprofit organization are not exclusive, each individual, concern or organization having rights
to the invention is listed below* and no rights to the invention are held by any person. other than the inventor. who
could not qualify as a small business concern under 3'? CFR 1.9(d) or by any concern which would not qualify as a small
business concern under 3'? CFR 1.9{d} or a nonprofit organization under 3'? CFR 1.9(e). *NOTE: Separate verified
statements are required from each named person, concem or Organization having rights to the invenwzion averring to their
status as small entities (37 CFB. 1.27).

NAME
ADDRESS

[ ] INDIVIDUAL i ] SMALL BUSINESS CONCERN [ ] NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

NAME
ADDRESS

[ ] INDIVIDUAL [ ] SMALL BUSINESS CONCERN [ ] NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

I acknowledge the duty to file, in this application or patent, notification of any change in status resulting in loss of en-
titlement to small entity status prior to paying. or at the time of paying, the earliest of the issue fee or any maintenance
fee due after the date on which status as a small entity is no longer appropriate. [37 CFR l.28(b)]

I hereby declare that all statements made of my own knowledge are true and that all statements made on information
and belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false
statements and the like are punishable by fine or imprisonment. or both, under 13 USC §1001, and may jeopardize the
validity of the application. any patent issuing thereon, or any patent to which this verified Statement is directed.

 

NAME OF‘ PERSON SIGNING Katharine Ku

TITLE IN ORGANIZATION Associate Director, Techno1og1_Licensin_g_
ADDRESS OF PERSON SIGNING 105 Encina Hall Stanford CA 94305

SIGNATURE  ; DATE- _1°’177._3‘*_;j_
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FORM PTO-575 |J.5- DE FMENT OF COMMERCE SERIflL_ NUMBERlRE\I’— !l—??| FATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

n\F'PLIC-ANT {First Name-d Only)

FILING D-RTE

’5-9c9—'5/  PATENT APPLICATION FEE DET ERMINATIOH
RECORD   

 
   

 
 

CLAIMS AS FILED - PAR

 
 

:21
NUMBER

FILED

I51
BASIC FEE

$65.90
  
  

  
 

NUMBER
  

 

 
  

TOTAL
CL-M35

 
  

 
  

 

 

 
 

INDEPENDENT
CLFIIM5

R 510.00

TOTAL FILING
FEE

:4: mi rs: I7!
CLNMS

REMAINING ::‘_°R”V'E|:E;‘L°‘] PRESENT “TE ADDITIONALMrs:-I Hm FOR EXTRA =5:AMENDMENT

i if

/

WENDMENT  
£-

3''

.

 
TOTAL ADDITIONAL FEE FOR
THIS AMENDMENT. gy-.9. .. 14.. -

mu”;
AMENDMENT

' fl .V I
TOTAL ADDITIONAL FEE FOR

  

 
 

RMENDMENT

‘TOTAL ADDITIONAL FEE FOR

TOTAL ADDITIONAL FEE FOR
THIS AKENDHENT  

  

 

 If the entry In Column 3 Is less tI1I:rn the entry In Column 4, write "0" In Column 5.
If the "Highest Number Previausly Paid For" IN THIS SPACE In less than ID, write "ICI" In this space.
 

 
  
 

 
The "Highest Number Previously Faid For" ["To1aI" at "Indnp."} Is the highest rlumhaf Iouncl in the appropriate
box in Column 2.

U5-COMM-DC BEE’!-F79
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PALM Ill APPLICATION FILE DATA comm; SHEET ""‘ °E"'""E'" °' "°"""E"°""" " T“ °''':“"7. ;s{...9

 
FNJNG DATE SPEC! SHEETS DF INDEPENDENT FILING F SECURITYHRNDLI £1.83 DRAWINGS HEGEIV ' = 7
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: ;‘;;‘.*"':‘;:::T y, APPL. PAFEI13 |'_‘: cDuING 5HE:'I‘ APFL. PAPERS El comnasnes-r '1 APP-L. PAPER; [1 comma sneer
FD MA .

R T No 8 PARENT F-5:)I’NG DA STAVUS CODE PARENT PATENT NUMBER
Fl Econ D

necon D

Fl ECOR D

H ECOFI n

FIECDFI D

H ECOF! [1

Fl ECORD

Fl ECORD

Fl ECDRD
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